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1 OPENING AND WELCOME

Appointed Chairperson - Mayor, Cr. Bev Colomb

The meeting opened at 7:05 p.m.

1.1 Acknowledgment of Traditional Custodians

(Read by Cr. Brooks)

"Mornington Peninsula Shire acknowledges and pays respect to the BoonWurrung / Bunurong people,
the traditional custodians of these lands and waters."

1.2 Prayer

(Read by Cr. Celi)

"Almighty God, we humbly seek Thy blessings upon this Council. Direct and prosper its deliberations
to the advancement of Thy glory and the true welfare of the people of the Mornington Peninsula
Shire. Give us the strength and courage to make wise decisions with grace and dignity. Amen.”
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1.3 Vale

Dr. Brian Cuming OAM (Read by Cr. Colomb)

10 January 1928 - 23 May 2017

"In celebration of World Ocean Day 8 June 2017, the Shire would like to pay tribute to Dr. Brian David
Cuming OAM, Scientist and Environmental Activist, who passed away peacefully at age 89 on
Tuesday, 23 May 2017.

Dr. Cuming served with environmental groups including Environment Victoria, Greenpeace and the
Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council.

The Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council was founded to oppose further industrialisation
of the Western Port area. Dr. Cuming joined the Council in 1978, and his first task was to provide
evidence to a government enquiry into oil spills. In 1985, Dr. Cuming became President of the
Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council until 1996 and he then continued to serve on the
committee until his retirement in 2007.

Dr. Cuming strongly believed that Western Port has never been the place for industry, and that it was
one of the world's most important wetlands with marine and coastal environmental values. More than
350 native plants and 330 native animal species including reptiles, amphibians, mammals, fish and
birds live there. He knew that even a minor oil spill would have devastating effects on the environment.

For over 40 years Dr. Cuming dedicated his service to environmental conservation, undertaking
research, modelling and writing submissions to government bodies about Western Port and its need
for protection.

In 2015 he was honoured with the Medal of the Order of Australia for his environmental conservation
work. Brian’s wife, Nanette Cuming, also received an OAM that year for her work in the native plant
industry and for volunteering at community groups in the region.

The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council proudly presented the couple with a Letter under Seal
acknowledging their OAM achievement.

Dr. Brian David Cuming was a great inspiration and example to the community. His contribution to
the environment on the Peninsula will be long remembered."
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2 PROCEDURAL MATTERS

Present

Mayor, Cr. Bev Colomb (Chairperson)
Cr. Simon Brooks
Cr. Antonella Celi
Cr. Rosie Clark
Cr. Julie Edge
Cr. David Gill
Cr. Sam Hearn
Cr. Frank Martin
Deputy Mayor, Cr. Bryan Payne
Cr. Kate Roper

Mr. Carl Cowie, Chief Executive Officer

2.1 Apologies

Cr. Hugh Fraser (Leave of Absence)

2.2 Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest Pursuant to Section 79 of the Local Government Act
1989

Cr. Payne declared a Conflict of Interest in relation to Item 3.11 – Appointment of Internal Audit.

2.3 Confirmation of Minutes

RECOMMENDATION

That the Minutes of the previous Council Meeting held on 23 May 2017 be confirmed.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Payne
Seconded: Cr. Celi

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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2.4 Assembly of Councillors

Assembly of Councillors - 16, 30 and 31 May 2017

RECOMMENDATION

That Council receives and notes the record of Assembly of Councillors for 16, 30 and 31 May 2017.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Brooks
Seconded: Cr. Clark

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1
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2.5 Councillor Briefing Sessions

Matters discussed at Councillor Briefing Sessions (other than those matters designated to be of a
confidential nature) are reported on at ordinary Council meetings.

The matters listed below were presented to Councillor Briefing Session on 16 May 2017.

Briefing SessionItem

16 May 2017Mount Eliza Centre

Sue Williams, CEO of Peninsula Health, briefed Council
on proposed plans for the Peninsula Health site at 33-33A
Jacksons Road, Mount Eliza.

1.

16 May 2017Future Directions Discussion for Development of
Biodiversity Conservation Plan

2.

Councillors were provided with an opportunity to consider
the Future Directions Discussion Paper to assist in
developing a Biodiversity Conservation Plan.

16 May 2017NBN Towers Update3.

Councillors were briefed on the status of the rollout of the
NBN Fixed Wireless network within the Shire.

16 May 2017VCAT Decisions Since July 20164.

Councillors were provided with details on outcomes and
associated costs where planning applications were refused
at a Council Meeting, and then taken to be heard at a
VCAT Hearing.

16 May 2017Amendment C207 – 33-33A Jacksons Road, Mount
Eliza - Permanent Heritage Overlay

5.

Information was provided to Council regarding a proposed
Planning Scheme Amendment to apply a HeritageOverlay
to 33-33A Jacksons Road, Mount Eliza.

16 May 2017Development Assessments Committee – Instrument
of Delegation

6.

Councillors reviewed the proposed Instrument of
Delegation and Terms of Reference for the Development
Assessments Committee.
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16 May 2017Planning Advisory Group Options Discussion7.

Discussion took place on a proposed planning advisory
committee as per Council’s resolution on 27March, 2017.

30 May 2017Heritage Review Stage 28.

Councillors were briefed on the final recommendations
for 55 properties recommended for Heritage Overlay
protection under the Planning Scheme.

30 May 2017Childsafe Policy9.

Councillors were provided with an overview of the Child
Safe Policy 2017.

30 May 2017Tyabb Airfield Precinct Plan10.

Councillors were provided with an outline of the draft
Tyabb Airfield Precinct Plan and proposed key
recommendations.

30 May 2017Community Halls Fees and Charges 2017/201811.

Information and background was provided to Councillors
regarding the proposed community halls fees and charges.

30 May 2017Proposed Council Plan 2017-2021 – Content of
Submissions

12.

Councillors were briefed on the content of the submissions
on the proposed Council Plan and were provided with a
summary of the hearings at the Section 223 Submission
Committee.

30 May 2017Proposed 2017/2018 Budget – Consideration of
Submissions

13.

Councillors were briefed on the content of the submissions
on the proposed 2017/2018 Budget and were provided
with a summary of the hearings at the Section 223
Submission Committee.
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31 May 2017Aquatic Centre in Rosebud14.

A review of the types of facilities that could be specified
for an aquatic centre in Rosebud was presented for
Councillors’ consideration.

RECOMMENDATION

That Council receives and notes the Briefing Session information provided above.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Payne
Seconded: Cr. Edge

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

2.6 Committee

The purpose of this section is to ratify Committee recommendations from recent Audit and Risk
Committee Meetings and Forward Planning Committee Meetings.

Adoption of the Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee Meeting held on 22 March 2017

RECOMMENDATION

That the confirmed minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee Meeting held on 22 March, 2017 be
adopted.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Payne
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That the confirmed minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee Meeting held on 22 March 2017
be adopted.

Carried
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2.7 Petitions and Joint Letters

Traffic Management at Mariner Place, Safety Beach

A petition containing 19 signatures has been received requesting changes to traffic management at
the intersection of Mariner Place and Nepean Highway, Safety Beach. Residents have requested
that Council considers removing the ‘No Right Turn’ sign at Mariner Place as residents must exit and
thenmake a U-turn which is hazardous due to increased traffic volumes on Nepean Highway. Residents
also request that Council considers installing a ‘No Through Road’ sign at the entrance to Mariner
Place to discourage the large number of traffic movements due to people mistaking this as the entry
to Country Club Drive.

Immediate Comment: The Mariner Place subdivision was approved in 2004. Part of the approval
required a statutory referral to VicRoads as the relevant road authority for Nepean Highway. VicRoads
required the no right turn out of Mariner Place and the development approval required the construction
of a concrete island and no right turn signage. It is understood that VicRoads considered a right turn
out of Mariner Place as a hazardous manoeuver and intended for vehicles to exit left and make a
U-turn at the Country Club Drive, Nepean Highway. Any requests for removal of the concrete island
and re-alignment of the centre median to allow a right hand turn would need to be considered by
VicRoads as the responsible road authority. The Shire will investigate the necessity of a ‘No through
Road’ sign on Mariner Place.

Action Officer: Brett Whitwam, Acting Team Leader – Traffic and Road Safety

RECOMMENDATION

That Council receives and notes the above petition and refers it back to the appropriate Council officer
for action or to report back to Council on the matter.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Martin
Seconded: Cr. Brooks

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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2.8 Public Question Time

Questions from the public shall be dealt with at commencement of the meeting.

The aim of public question time is to provide an opportunity for the public to ask general questions
at Council Meetings requiring routine responses. Questions are received without notice and are
responded to without research or reference to Council records.

Questions must be in writing, with the person submitting the question to be in the public gallery at
the time.

Questions which contain material that relates to specific people or properties will be summarised at
the discretion of Council.

Responses to public questions answered at the meeting, will be general in nature, provided in good
faith and should not exceed two minutes. These responses will be summarised in the minutes of the
meeting.

Questions requiring research or a detailed reply will be provided a written response as soon as
possible following the meeting from the nominated officer. These written responses will be collated
for each meeting and available via the Shire’s website.

This segment does not substitute for appeal or other formal business procedures with the Council.

Southern Peninsula Aquatic Centre

Ms. Jo-Anne Hare, a resident of McCrae, asked the following question: … “Where and when will the
pool be decided on, what is the hold up and what can we do to expedite it?”

The question was answered by Ms. Alison Leighton, Chief Operating Officer, who responded that
Council is in a very active space at the moment for considering options for an aquatic centre for
Rosebud. There have been a number of workshops which Councillors have participated in and they
are actively considering the functional element of the components of the future aquatic centre.
Unfortunately there are a range of complexities that do need to be considered. It is a very expensive
project and Council wants to be able to take that time to consider those issues and be able to select
the optimum site for the facility moving forward. Things are moving very quickly considering the
complexities of the issues.

Illegal Dumping of Household Rubbish

Mr. Frederick Crump, a resident of Mornington, asked the following question: … “Sixteen days ago,
another 10 written service requests were sent to the Shire concerning illegal dumping of household
rubbish at Kings Creek, Hastings (bed mattresses), Wallaroo Reserve, West Park Hastings, Pound
Road Hastings, inside Warringine Park, opposite Olivia Way, Hastings, and new street signs inside
Bray Street/Bellbird Lane, Hastings. Has the newly elected Councillor for CereberusWard (Cr. Roper)
visited these locations to see if the requests have been carried out?”

The question was answered by Ms. Alison Leighton, Chief Operating Officer, who responded that
Council receives thousands of operational service requests every year in relation to a whole range
of things from dumped rubbish to tree clearing. It would be very difficult for a Ward Councillor to
oversee and inspect every request and it is for that reason that we have a Cleansing Team who
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oversee a range of services including the collection of dumped rubbish. We also have a Rapid
Response Unit which we are able to deploy within a 24-48 hour period to collect dumped rubbish
from hot spot locations so we will certainly take your requests on board and see that they are acted
upon appropriately. Cr. Roper also mentioned that when she sees dumped rubbish at these various
areas in her ward she will also report it.

Southern Peninsula Aquatic Centre

Ms. Denise Brown, a resident, asked the following question: … “Since Council's decision to draw up
plans for the aquatic centre, what guarantees do the ratepayers have that this project will go ahead,
and not be put on the backburner again? Can the previous plans be adjusted to save money? Can
Council give ratepayers information on what will be included at the centre and where it will be built
and when will the project be completed?”

The question was answered by Ms. Alison Leighton, Chief Operating Officer, who responded that
the current recommendation is for Council to expedite a pool for Rosebud although Council always
has the opportunity to make a different decision than a current or existing resolution, which applies
to every decision by Council. The existing plans can be adjusted and any information that can be
obtained to assist this current Council will be used. It has been expressed that this Council wishes
to take a fresh look at the options for an aquatic centre so it is not necessarily certain that the previous
decision made will apply this time around. Council is very keen to share information with the community
as decisions are made in relation to the aquatic centre. There is no completion date as yet.

Central Regional Coastal Plan

Ms. Esther Revens, a resident of Capel Sound, asked the following question: … “At the previous
Council meeting held on Tuesday, 9 May 2017, I asked the following question: The 2015-2020 Central
Regional Coastal Plan (page 6) states clearly that we must ensure development on the coast is
located within existing modified and resilient environments where the demand for development is
evident and any impacts can be managed sustainably. Would this 2015 revision to the Coastal Plan
now allow for the aquatic centre to be relocated back to the original site which was abandoned by
the previous Council? The question was answered by Ms. Alison Leighton, Chief Operating Officer,
who responded that the overriding legislative tool that relates to development on the coast is the
Coastal Management Act. This act requires that coastal consent be sought in relation to any kind of
development on the coast. There is also guidance in this act which stipulates that coastal consent
will be provided whereby that development is coastal dependent. That is the legislative framework
we work within for any development to be placed along Coastal Crown Land. The answer given at
that Council Meeting that the Act describes coastal development as needing to be coastal dependent
is wrong. It is NOT in the Act. The only reference to Coastal Dependency is in the old Central Coastal
Board document which has since been revised. Can you show me where in the Act it says those
words and if not found, can we retract the answer, correct the record and please respond to the
original question. I believe to quote legislation that doesn't exist is a very serious piece of
misinformation to be left on the public record."

The question was answered by Ms. Alison Leighton, Chief Operating Officer, who responded that to
develop land on coastal Crown land requires coastal consent and that consent is required under the
Coastal Management Act which is a State piece of legislation and consent is determined by the
Minister. An excerpt from the Act states: In deciding whether or not to consent to a use or development,
the Minister must have regard to A) the Victorian Coastal Strategy; B) any coastal action plan applying
to the land; C) any relevant coastal recommendation; and D) the purpose for which land was reserved
in the case of land reserved under the Crown Land Reserves Act. When I advised that there needs
to be a coastal dependency proven, in terms of reaching coastal consent from the Minister, it is those
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key strategic documents that relate to the coast that we are referring to. There is also information
that we have received directly from the Department in relation to the previous discussions around
the proposed coastal location on the Rosebud foreshore as well as a fact sheet that has been prepared
by the State Government in relation to the Coastal Management Act itself. It is those things that
require coastal dependency to be proved and that is our experience.

Southern Peninsula Aquatic Centre

Ms. Carol Dickman, a resident of Rye, asked the following question: … “Today's welcome
announcement regarding the development of aquatic centre concept plans came through on my
Facebook newsfeed. This project is a very big deal to all of us. Effective communication with
stakeholders is critical to positive community support. For the many community members who are
not regular users of online communication via Facebook and the Shire website, what other
communication strategies will the Shire employ to inform the Southern Peninsula community regarding
the location, developmental timelines and progress in the building of a Southern Peninsula Aquatic
Centre?”

The question was answered by Ms. Alison Leighton, Chief Operating Officer, who responded that
communication on this project is critical and we understand there is a very strong interest from the
community in terms of how this project is progressing. For that reason, we have a communications
plan that has been developed and that plan encompasses a whole range of communication output
channels in order to keep the community updated on the decisions which Council is making. The
plan outputs include online social media, the Shire website and also print media in advertisements
and Peninsula Wide. Whichever way we can share any decisions made by Council, we will be doing
so.
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3 MANAGEMENT REPORTS

3.1 Proposed 2017/2018 Budget – Consideration of Submissions

Bulent Oz, Financial ControllerPrepared By

Chief Financial OfficerAuthorised By

A7333327Document ID

NOAttachment(s)

Addendum – Late Report
Circulated Wednesday, 7 June 2017

PURPOSE

This report summarises the submissions received and noted by the Section 223 Submission Committee
Hearing held on 10 May 2017.

DISCUSSION

The proposed 2017/2018 Budget was presented to Council at its meeting on 20 March 2017 and
public notice was given in accordance with Section 129 of the Local Government Act 1989.

The Budget was placed on exhibition for the period 23 March 2017 to 26 April 2017, and 40 written
submissions were received for consideration by the Committee.

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS LODGED

1. Submitter – Anne Moyes

The submitter advocates that Council reconsider the waste service levy being charged on boatsheds
managed under a Committee of Management, as the submitter contends no service is directly provided
and the charge is unfair.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

As part of 2015/2016 Rating Strategy Review, Council has determined to separate waste service
costs while abolishing the municipal charges. Council considered balancing capacity to pay with the
benefit principle, acknowledging that there are some services that benefit the community as a whole,
so everyone should contribute. Therefore, Council determined to introduce this charge and apply a
standard rate.
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Waste Service Charge is intended to recoup the full cost of waste services including collection,
disposal, street sweeping, footpath sweeping plus street and drain litter collection, not just bin collection
and street cleaning adjacent to properties. Waste Service Charge also applies to other property
categories including Commercial and Industrial properties and vacant land that do not receive bin
collection service.

In addition, street and drain litter collection and street sweeping activities reduce waste getting into
the waterways and then being deposited back onto the beaches and coastline, thus benefiting
boatsheds/berths properties. Other costs smaller in quantum, but not significance, which have been
included in the $19.7 million include expenditure on management treatments for leachate, and ground
water and surface water monitoring.

Council is not responsible for foreshores managed by other Committees of Management and therefore
can’t comment on whether or how the cost of activities on those foreshores is funded or compares
to the proposals contained in the budget.

Council’s Rating Strategy remains unchanged and the above submission was not incorporated into
the 2017/2018 Budget.

2. Submitter – Barry Clarke

There is currently no adequate clearance or safe passage to walk along Baden Power Drive between
Humphries Road and Nepean Highway. The submitter requests Council construct a footpath.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Footpath construction priorities are guided by the Footpath Construction Strategy which was adopted
by Council in November 2011. A range of key criteria are considered in prioritising footpath requests
including pedestrian safety, environmental impacts, social impacts and economic impacts. The path
is currently assessed as a lower priority. In order for the path to progress, the next appropriate stage
for funding of the project will be to undertake planning and design should Council provide further
funding for the project.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.

3. Submitter – David Lines

The submitter opposes the submission by the Peninsula Aero Club for a financial contribution of
$100,000 to construct a helipad at Tyabb airport. The submitter proposed that the Peninsula Aero
Club apply to State Government for the required funds instead.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

The Proposed 2017/2018 Budget includes a grant for Emergency Management Infrastructure of
$100,000.

It is recommended that if these funds are to be allocated to Peninsula Aero Club based on the
submission received (detail at #30 below), a report is prepared by officers prior to awarding any funds.
The report would include consideration of planning permit requirements (including noise limits and
operating hours), current availability of similar infrastructure in the Shire and surrounding areas,
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emergency services support for the proposal and if the current submission meets operational
requirements and difficulties associated with current infrastructure (e.g. aerial policing of roads,
dangers of landing on soft ground).

4. Submitter – Frederick Crump

The following points are submitted for Council’s consideration:

1. Complete resurface of Robertson Drive, Tanti Park, better line marking, more speed humps in
service roads i.e. Terrigal Street, Nepean Highway and Robertson Drive, Tanti Park. Resurface
car parks in Narambi Reserve; complaints of dust in homes from residents.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Services

The following service requests have been raised by Mr Crump during the current financial year to
address these matters:

Request No. 1814605 – Resurface Robertson Drive

The contractor has spoken to the customer at length and explained the process involved with the
programs and the reasoning behind the program for resurfacing the road and line marking separately.

Request No. 1763318/1764187 – Speed humps in services roads around Tanti Park

A speed and volume survey was conducted and found that the majority of vehicles are travelling at
or below 40km/h on Robertson Drive. Email sent to Mr Crump advising of this.

Request No. 1763149 – Resurface carpark Tanti Park

Request made to contractor to action.

2. Remove old walk ramps in Tanti Park and replace with new. Elderly struggle from one street to
the next. Ramps are a disgrace.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Services

A service request has been raised during the current financial year to address this matter.

Request No. 1764278 – Walk ramp replacement

Crossovers have been assessed and those at the intersection of Nepean Highway and Robertson
Road and Bungower and Robertson Roads will be relocated as part of the threshold treatments later
this year.

3. Replace all broken, slanted footpaths, gutters and drains. Flooded streets all over Tanti Park.
Replace with new style footpaths instead of dribs and drabs by useless cheap contractors.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Services

Request No. 1834842 – Flooded streets all over Tanti Park

A request has been raised to have the contractor contact Mr Crump to gain a better understanding
of his request.
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The other requests in this point have been covered in number 4.4 below.

New bike path from Bungower Road to Nepean Highway. Old bike path is overgrown, cracked and
dangerous in Robertson Drive.

Officer Response: Manager Infrastructure Services

A service request has been raised during the current financial year to address this matter.

Request No. 1834836 – Old bike path, Robertson Drive

A request has been raised with the contractor to inspect the bike path and other footpaths in the
vicinity.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Shire determines the implementation of bike lanes and paths across the Peninsula via the Shire’s
Ridesafe Strategy. The strategy is currently under review and priorities for implementation will be
further considered by Council as part of this review. It is important to note that Bungower Road is
managed by VicRoads, and any introduction of on-road biking facilities would be subject to VicRoads
approval.

4. New playground for Mundoora Court, Tanti Park. Playground was taken away 20 years ago and
was never replaced. Residents in Mundoora Court, Narang Court and Windarra Court, Tanti
Park are very angry.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Shire determines the implementation of playgrounds across the Peninsula via the Shire’s
Playspace Strategy. The strategy prioritises the implementation of play spaces for renewal upgrade
and new facilities. Mundoora Court has not been identified as a location for the construction of a
playground. Nearby facilities include the recently upgraded Terrigal Street Playground and the
Currawong Community Centre Playground which are within the walking catchment for the Mornington
Park area.

5. New 50 metre x 23 metre skate park constructed inside Narambi Reserve. Why is the Shire
spending $1.5 million in the Emil Madson Reserve in Mount Eliza and nothing in the Narambi
Reserve where recreation facilities are badly needed for bored young people?

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The works proposed at Emil Madsen Reserve include the implementation of a new oval, three netball
courts, car parking and cultural area. The works provide a much needed space for the community
and sporting events and are being rolled out as part of the implementation of the Emil Madsen Reserve
Master Plan. The works were successful in receiving State Government funding of $1.01 million from
the Growing Suburbs Fund, and a grant from Sport and Recreation Victoria of $405,000.

The 2017/2018 Budget includes an allocation of $40,000 (project 501) to commence the design work
for a sporting field at Narambi Reserve in order to address the sporting capacity requirements of the
area.

6. Newly designed shopping centre in Robertson Drive. Shopping centre with one tree and surrounds
are disgusting.
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Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Request No. 1834532 – Trees at shopping centre precinct.

A service request has been raised for new trees and landscaping to be carried out during the current
financial year.

7. New seats alongside bus stops with no shelters in Robertson Drive. 785-781 should be extended
to Racecourse Road to link up with 785 at roundabout in Mornington/Tyabb Road. Madison Hill
will have more residents soon.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Services

The bus route numbers referred to by Mr Crump belong to the Frankston Bus Lines. The Shire will,
on behalf of Mr Crump, direct his recommendation to Adshel who manage bus seats and shelters on
behalf of Frankston Bus Lines.

8. Illuminated 40km signs outside Mornington Park Primary and Special School. U-turns must give
way on Nepean Highway at Robertson Drive and Beleura Hill Road. Accident black spot signage
on Nepean Highway medium strip required.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Services

Request No. 1832583 – Road traffic signs

A service request has been created to determine this under our current infrastructure service contracts.

9. No mention of any capital works for 2017/2018 in Tanti Park. These issues should have been
dealt with many years ago. If the Shire has $ 1 million surplus, then spend it on this Cinderella
Park dump.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Mornington Peninsula Shire considers capital works projects based on the highest identified
need and prioritises projects across the Shire accordingly. Projects considered as part of the Shire’s
Budget process are not specifically considered based on area or ward based allocations.

The 2017/2018 Budget includes an allocation of $40,000 (project 501) to commence the design work
for a sporting field at Narambi Reserve in order to address the sporting capacity requirements of the
area. Specifically Council has funded a number of projects in recent years in the former Tanti Estate
(Mornington Park) including Currawong Community Centre car park, minor works shopping precinct,
Local Area Traffic Management (LATM) treatments on Robertson Drive, refurbishment of the
Currawong Stables Community Centre and playground renewal at Terrigal Street Reserve.
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5. Submitter – Lauren Belcher

The submitter advocates that the Shire purchase the existing pool in Colchester Road, Rosebud and
redevelop it into an aquatic centre.

Officer Response: Manager – Building and Facilities

Council has indicated that it will consider the options available for construction of an aquatic centre
in Rosebud or surrounds. However, in relation to the location highlighted by the submitter, Council
has previously investigated this particular option and determined that it was not feasible to explore
further.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget.

6. Submitter – Neena Ackehurst

The submitter requests improvements to Coral Cove Beach Access Track located on the Mornington
foreshore on the Esplanade between Johns Road and Coral Road, Mornington.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Council has an adopted Coastal Management Plan for the Mount Martha foreshore reserve, which
set out the priorities for future works within the foreshore reserve. The upgrade of the Coral Cove
beach access track is not listed as a priority within the scope of the plan. If Council is supportive of
the submission, the next stage would be a detailed design and to seek Coastal Management Act
consent from the Department of Environment, Land,Water and Planning. Council is currently preparing
an update to the Mount Martha Coastal Management Plan. The community will be asked to comment
and make suggestions for inclusion within the plan.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.

7. Submitter – Peter and Gai Brown

The submitters advocate for the application of a differential rating system and a 25% rate discount
for retirement villages.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

A differential rating system or discount to residents of retirement villages has not been included in
the 2017/2018 Proposed Budget. Council rates have two components: variable and fixed. Fixed
component is ‘waste service charge’, which has been set at $197 in the next year’s proposed budget.
Variable component is calculated by multiplying the rate in the dollar figure with the Capital Improved
Value (CIV) of the property. Hence, the higher the value of CIV of the property the higher the rates
payable. At Mornington Peninsula Shire it is considered appropriate to apply a bulk discount to a
single purchaser of the retirement village. Whilst the discount amount is reviewed every two years
the current discounts have been unchanged for over 10 years. The Shire applies following single
purchaser discounts in calculating the CIV for the Retirement Villages that are on:

Loan/ Lease arrangement – 20%;
Loan/License arrangement – 20%;
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Residents owning the unit and leasing the land ongoing – 15%; and
Strata – no discount.

Council’s Rating Strategy remains unchanged and the above submission was not incorporated into
the 2017/2018 Budget.

8. Submitter – Richard Holland and Charles Cayless

The submitters request Council provide funding to enable a master plan for the Western Sisters,
Sorrento to be prepared.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Sorrento Coastal Management Plan is currently being developed as part of the 2016/2017 Council
Budget. TheWestern Sisters is within the study area. Should Council wish to fund, the next appropriate
stage is to undertake the master plan process.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.

9. Submitter – Elizabeth Kent, All Abilities Consultative Committee

The submitter provided feedback on the 2017/2018 Budget regarding items relating to Aged &Disability
Services, in particular the number of abilities/disability related priority projects.

Officer Response: Director – Communities

The operating cost figures highlighted by the submitter relate to the amount of funding the Shire
receives from the State Government for Aged & Disability Services. The forecast amount $377,000
relates to 2016/2017 financial year, $216,000 relates to proposed budget 2017/2018 and is lower
than previous year forecast due to changed funding patterns arising from the Commonwealth reforms
and funding reallocations between Commonwealth and State.

The 2017/2018 Budget does not contain any proposed alteration to service levels to the community.

10. Submitter – Bob Donaldson, Association for Building Community in Dromana

The submitter requests Council allocate funding to upgrade the existing Boundary Road, Dromana
car park and construct a new car park along the eastern boundary of the Hillview Community Reserve
for 100 vehicles.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The construction of carparks is guided by the Shire’s Unmade Carpark Construction Strategy which
was adopted by Council in 2015. A range of criteria are considered in prioritisation of car parks
including usage, Master Plan identification, environmental impact social impact and maintenance
impact. The carpark is identified as a low priority. Should Council wish to allocate funding for this
project, the next appropriate stage for funding of the project will be to undertake planning and design
should further funding be made available.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.
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11. Submitter – Ray Barnard-Brown, Association for Building Community in Dromana (ABCD)

The submitter requests ABCD receive a financial grant to undertake a scoping study for a new pier
to replace the existing Dromana Pier when it becomes necessary.

Officer Response: Manager – Property and Strategy

Dromana Pier is owned and managed by Parks Victoria. It is the officer’s recommendation that ABCD
should refer the project to the State Government for further consideration.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget.

12. Submitter – Ray Barnard-Brown, Association for Building Community in Dromana

The submitter requests Council install an air-conditioning unit at the Dromana Community Hall.

Officer Response: Manager – Buildings and Facilities

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
as part of the building maintenance budget in the coming years should funding be available.

13. Submitter – Trish Hale, Beleura Village Mornington Services Association

The submitter advocates for the application of a differential rating system and a 25% rate discount
for retirement villages.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

A differential rating system or discount to residents of retirement villages has not been included in
the 2017/2018 Proposed Budget. Council rates have two components: variable and fixed. Fixed
component is ‘waste service charge’, which has been set at $197 in the next year’s proposed budget.
Variable component is calculated by multiplying the rate in the dollar figure with the Capital Improved
Value (CIV) of the property. Hence, the higher the value of CIV of the property, the higher the rates
payable. At Mornington Peninsula Shire it is considered appropriate to apply a bulk discount to a
single purchaser of the retirement village. Whilst the discount amount is reviewed every two years
the current discounts have been unchanged for over 10 years. The Shire applies following single
purchaser discounts in calculating the CIV for the Retirement Villages that are on:

Loan/ Lease arrangement – 20%;
Loan/License arrangement – 20%;
Residents owning the unit and leasing the land ongoing – 15%; and
Strata – no discount.

The ‘20% discount on CIV on our rates’ refers to part of the valuation process in determining the CIV
for each retirement unit and should not be confused as a gazette rate rebate.

The in-house valuation team at Mornington Peninsula Shire when undertaking the task of valuing
retirement villages biennially takes into consideration the Specialist Property Guidelines for Aged
Care and Private Health Care Facilities provided by the Valuer-General Victoria. The guideline is
silent on making an allowance for a bulk discount to a single purchaser of a retirement village. Whilst
Mornington Peninsula Shire valuers considers it appropriate to make an allowance not all valuers
attribute a discount. It is also widely considered that the ingoing price paid by the purchaser already
reflects that the purchaser is not purchasing Title.
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Council’s Rating Strategy remains unchanged and the above submission was not incorporated into
the 2017/2018 Budget.

14. Submitter – Barry Rimmer, Friends of Cape Schanck

The submitter advocates the erection of a second bus shelter at a site to be determined but more
convenient to residents towards the Cape Schanck end of Cape Schanck Road; and funding for the
initial stage of development of a community recreation reserve within Cape Schanck as identified as
a medium priority item in the ‘Playspace Strategy 2015-2020’ document.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Proposed 2017/2018 Budget includes an allocation of $60,000 for the construction of a local
playground in Cape Schanck. The project is incorporated within the Playspace Implementation
Program (project number 170).

The Cape Schanck place making project is also proposed to be funded as the Red Hill Ward project
within the Township Placemaking Program. The allocation includes $40,000 for the project (project
number 47).

The Traffic and Transport Team generally re-use/recycle one to two bus shelters per year. The bus
shelters are located on local roads and are generally used for school bus stops. The construction of
a bus shelter ranges from $5,000 to $10,000 and the construction is funded from the Minor Road
Infrastructure Improvements budget (FY18 $100,000).

Construction of the requested bus shelter has been included in the 2017/2018 Budget and funded
from the existing Minor Road Infrastructure Improvements budget.

15. Submitter – Geoff Carson, Friends of Lospalos

The submitter has requested an increase to the annual operating grant provided by Council from
$6,000 to $9,000.

Officer Response: Director – Communities

The Friends of Lospalos group continues to provide close links and important support to Lospalos.
The modest funding increase is supported and has been included in the 2017/2018 Budget.

16. Submitter – Robert Hudson / David Markey, Main Ridge Bowls and Petanque Club Inc.

The submitter requests Council fund the construction of a sun-shade facility at the petanque club,
which the club believes is necessary for the welfare of players due to the orientation of the piste and
the limited sun protection available to players and spectators during the period of October to March
of each year.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Should Council wish to fund the project, the next appropriate stage for funding of the project would
be to undertake an application through the Shire’s Community Capital Policy in order to ensure all
the project elements have been considered and approved by the Shire.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.
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17. Submitter – David Wirth, Men’s Shed Mornington

The submitter has requested that the Shire continue to provide funding to cover the employment
costs of a Community Engagement and Support Officer to liaise with the Men’s Sheds throughout
the peninsula.

Officer Response: Director Communities

This employment position was previously funded as a priority project, rather than as an established
labour position. The Community Engagement and Support Officer supports the implementation of
the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and Community Gardens Policy (2014) and provides
support to a growing demographic within the Shire. It is recommended this position be funded ($25,000)
to continue to build on the successful investment made in these community activation projects.

Funding of $25,000 has been included in the 2017/2018 Budget for a Community Engagement and
Support Officer to support the implementation of the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and
Community Gardens Policy (2014).

18. Submitter – Andrew Doncovio, Men’s Shed Mount Martha

The submitter has requested that the Shire continue to provide funding to cover the employment
costs of a Community Engagement and Support Officer to liaise with the Men’s Sheds throughout
the peninsula.

Officer Response: Director – Communities

This employment position was previously funded as a priority project, rather than as an established
labour position. The Community Engagement and Support Officer supports the implementation of
the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and Community Gardens Policy (2014) and provides
support to a growing demographic within the Shire. It is recommended this position be funded ($25,000)
to continue to build on the successful investment made in these community activation projects.

Funding of $25,000 has been included in the 2017/2018 Budget for a Community Engagement and
Support Officer to support the implementation of the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and
Community Gardens Policy (2014).

19. Submitter – Men’s Shed Peninsula North

The submitter has requested that the Shire continue to provide funding to cover the employment
costs of a Community Engagement and Support Officer to liaise with the Men’s Sheds throughout
the peninsula.

Officer Response: Director – Communities

This employment position was previously funded as a priority project, rather than as an established
labour position. The Community Engagement and Support Officer supports the implementation of
the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and Community Gardens Policy (2014) and provides
support to a growing demographic within the Shire. It is recommended this position be funded ($25,000)
to continue to build on the successful investment made in these community activation projects.

Funding of $25,000 has been included in the 2017/2018 Budget for a Community Engagement and
Support Officer to support the implementation of the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and
Community Gardens Policy (2014).
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20. Submitter – John Drysdale, Men’s Shed Western Port

The submitter has requested that the Shire continue to provide funding to cover the employment
costs of a Community Engagement and Support Officer to liaise with the Men’s Sheds throughout
the peninsula.

Officer Response: Director – Communities

This employment position was previously funded as a priority project, rather than as an established
labour position. The Community Engagement and Support Officer supports the implementation of
the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and Community Gardens Policy (2014) and provides
support to a growing demographic within the Shire. It is recommended this position be funded ($25,000)
to continue to build on the successful investment made in these community activation projects.

Funding of $25,000 has been included in the 2017/2018 Budget for a Community Engagement and
Support Officer to support the implementation of the Council adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and
Community Gardens Policy (2014).

21. Submitter – Laurie Taylor, Mornington Botanical Rose Garden

The submitter is requesting a financial contribution from Council to assist with the construction of
garden equipment storage sheds.

Officer Response: Manager – Buildings and Facilities

The total project cost is $84,000, of which $30,000 has been requested from Council. Additional funds
to complete the project ($54,000) have been confirmed/obtained from a number of other sources
including Mornington Botanical Rose Garden funds, Federal Government, Rotary and sponsorship
funds. The Club’s existing shipping containers are nearing the end of their lifespan and new storage
will be required to support the ongoing maintenance and management of the rose garden, which is
located on Council land. Funding the contribution is supported should further funding be available.

Funding will be provided from the current year’s budget in the amount of $30,000 in support of this
submission.

22. Submitter – Anne Slater, Mornington Croquet Club

The submitter requests the lawn croquet courts be replaced, as a result of their age and the thickness
of the under thatch which is causing the courts to die.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

A contribution for the project is currently included in the 2017/2018 Budget as part of the Minor
Renewal Works for Community Facilities (Project 184) of $20,000. The funding will allow for design
works to be completed and a number of minor improvements.

The construction works for the project could be completed should further funding be made available
but no provision has been made in the 2017/2018 Budget.

23. Submitter – Alan Nelsen, Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers’ and Residents’ Association
Inc.

The submitter contests the waste service charge and recommends it be based on rate in the dollar.
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Officer Response: Financial Controller

Waste Service Charge was part of general rates (which is calculated based on the rate in dollar) and
as part of 2016 Rating Strategy Review, Council considered balancing capacity to pay with the benefit
principle, acknowledging that there are some services that benefit the community as a whole, so
everyone should contribute. Therefore, Council determined to separate waste service costs and apply
a standard rate for all rateable properties.

Council’s Rating Strategy remains unchanged and the above submission was not incorporated into
the 2017/2018 Budget.

24. Submitter – Alan Nelsen, Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers’ and Residents’ Association
Inc.

The submitter recommends engaging a professional organisation such as the YMCA or Belgravia
Leisure to manage and operate the Pelican Park Recreation Centre to reduce Council’s operating
costs.

Officer Response: Chief Financial Officer

Mornington Peninsula Shire previously requested proposals in May 2016 from suitably qualified
operators to partner in the management and operation of its major recreation facilities: Pelican Park
Recreation Centre, Hastings; Crib Point Pool, Crib Point; Civic Reserve Recreation Centre, Mornington;
and the Somerville Recreation and Community Centre, Somerville.

The request for proposal process did not indicate Council had made a decision to outsource services,
rather it was to gain a clearer understanding of who are the other operators in the industry. Having
tested the market, and sharing these findings with Council last September, the Shire continues to
review various options to ensure the best outcome for the community.

Council has not made a decision to outsource services, merely to continue to review operations to
ensure that Shire services are being delivered in the most customer-centric, efficient and cost effective
way possible. Access to health and fitness opportunities remains a priority, and Council is focused
on ensuring the best value-for-money services are offered to our community.

The 2017/2018 Budget does not contain any proposed alteration to service levels to the community.

25. Submitter – Alan Nelsen, Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers’ and Residents’ Association
Inc.

The submitter opposes the proposed emergency management infrastructure grant of $100,000 if it
is for a heliport/refuelling facility at the Tyabb Airfield as proposed in a community pre-budget
submission.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

The Proposed 2017/2018 Budget includes a grant for Emergency Management Infrastructure of
$100,000.

It is recommended that if these funds are to be allocated to Peninsula Aero Club based on the
submission received (detail at #30 below), a report is prepared by officers prior to awarding any funds.
The report would include consideration of planning permit requirements (including noise limits and
operating hours), current availability of similar infrastructure in the Shire and surrounding areas,
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emergency services support for the proposal and if the current submission meets operational
requirements and difficulties associated with current infrastructure (e.g. aerial policing of roads,
dangers of landing on soft ground).

26. Submitter – Alan Nelsen, Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers’ and Residents’ Association
Inc.

The submitter requests for the Shire’s animal shelter to be opened on Saturdays for three hours from
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. to enable greater access by the public to encourage and facilitate adoptions
and reduce euthanasia.

Officer Response: Manager – Environment Protection

The Community Animal Shelter is open 363 days per year, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday
and 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday (closed 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.). Thirty minute
appointments are readily available to all residents wanting to be reunited with their pet or looking to
adopt a pet.

Council resolved at its meeting on 23 May, 2017 to extend the accessibility of the Council animal
shelter to promote responsible pet ownership, by opening without appointments on Saturday mornings
for a trial period of six months.

27. Submitter – Alan Nelsen, Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers’ and Residents’ Association
Inc.

The submitter advocates ceasing funding to the Peninsula Pet Expo and diverting these funds to
facilitate the opening of the Shire’s Animal Shelter for pet adoptions three hours each Saturday.

Officer Response: Manager – Communications

Costs have increased but attendance numbers have declined significantly over the last three events.
Funds would be better directed into other programmes that support responsible pet ownership.

Council resolved at its meeting on 23 May 2017 to immediately discontinue the Peninsula Pet Expo
and funding has been reallocated in the 2017/2018 Budget to promote responsible pet ownership
and community awareness (priority project No. 436).

28. Submitter – Colin Watson, Nepean Ratepayers’ Association

The Nepean Ratepayers Association (NRA) have worked with the Mornington Peninsula Shire over
the last three years to develop the upgrade of the George Street precinct, Sorrento which includes
the upgrade of the current toilet block and tourist information booth and surrounding footpaths. NRA
recommends that the balance of funds ($1 million) to complete the whole node be provided for in the
2017/2018 Budget to allow the whole project to be completed during the winter months.

Officer Response: Manager – Property and Strategy

The works mentioned in the submission are part of the wider Sorrento streetscape strategy. The
George Street node will improve pedestrian movement through the street and follows on from the
recent work implemented at the Darling Street node. The detailed design for this stage of the project
has been completed and can be considered for construction funding should further funding be available.
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Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.

29. Submitter – Lindy Bayley, Oakhill Community Gallery

The submitter requests Council undertake urgent maintenance to the existing historic, Shire-owned
building and financial support for a new extension to the facility to allow for provision of more extensive
services to the growing committee.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Request No. 1834977 – Maintenance – Oakhill Community Gallery

The Shire undertakes building maintenance works in accordance with lease agreements through the
SIMS2 Building contract. The items requested for building maintenance have been referred to the
Shires Building and Facilities team and a service request raised.

The next stage in order to consider funding for the project for the proposed extension works, would
be to undertake scoping/design works should further Council funding be made available. Funding for
this component of the submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be
considered in the coming years should funding be available.

30. Submitter – Jack Vevers, Peninsula Aero Club

The submitter requests a financial contribution towards the construction of a helipad at Tyabb Airport
suitable for the landing of emergency (police, firefighting, air ambulance) and military helicopters.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

The Proposed 2017/2018 Budget includes a grant for Emergency Management Infrastructure of
$100,000.

It is recommended that if these funds are to be allocated to Peninsula Aero Club based on the
submission received, a report is prepared by officers prior to awarding any funds. The report would
include consideration of planning permit requirements (including noise limits and operating hours),
current availability of similar infrastructure in the Shire and surrounding areas, emergency services
support for the proposal and if the current submission meets operational requirements and difficulties
associated with current infrastructure (e.g. aerial policing of roads, dangers of landing on soft ground).

31. Submitter – Neil Toyne / Nicola Belcher, Peninsula Transport Assist

The submitter requests a financial contribution of $50,000 to assist Peninsula Transport Assist to
continue to improve the accessible transport services that are provided to the community. The
contribution would be used to fund:

Onboarding new volunteers – $10,000;
Marketing to attract new volunteers – $10,000;
Invoicing and billing system improvement project – $10,000;
Office process improvements – $10,000;
New initiatives to attract bus hire bookings – $5,000; and
Increase in administrative support associated with growth in services – $5,000.
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Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Peninsula Transport Assist currently manages the hiring of the Shire’s buses to community groups
and retains 50% of the income and the Shire receives the remaining portion. The Shire owns the
buses and pays for the leases. After taking up the share of the income, the net cost is approximately
$15,000 per year. Council resolved at its meeting on 23 May 2017 to continue this arrangement with
Peninsula Transport Assist for a further two years on existing terms. The 2017/2018 Budget
incorporates this resolution.

The Sustainable Transport Strategy provides actions to support and expand ride sharing models. A
$10,000 allocation is included in the 2017/2018 Budget as part for the Peninsula Transport as part
of the Sustainable Transport Strategy (Project 202).

The Shire can also work with Peninsula Transport Assist to provide support with software systems
to assist with bookings and billing processes. Funding of $25,000 has been included in the 2017/2018
Budget in line with the Shire’s Sustainable Transport Strategy to support the organisation’s activities.

32. Submitter – Mark Stirling / David Maddocks, Red Hill Community Association

The submitter requests partial funding for implementation of Stage 2 of the Red Hill Station Reserve
Master Plan, including: 1) detailed phase 2 design 2) removal of non-indigenous trees and woody
weeds 3) construction works on station platform.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Red Hill Station Reserve Master Plan was adopted by Council in 2015. Many of the existing high
priority actions from the master plan have been funded and completed since the master plan was
adopted. The master plan prices the removal of remaining woody weeds (mostly large pine trees) at
$60,000 (more conservative officer estimate is $100,000) and construction of a picnic shelter and
other items on the station platform at $60,000.

The project request can be completed and is supported by officers should further funding be available.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.

33. Submitter – Roger Siversen, Red Hill Football Netball Club

The submitter requests the construction of two new netball courts and associated facilities at the Red
Hill Recreation Reserve, as outlined in the Master Plan for the Reserve.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Red Hill Recreation Reserve Long Term Master Plan was adopted by Council on 9 May 2017.
Adoption of the Master Plan confirms the location of the proposed netball courts and other key
infrastructure proposed for the reserve. Council has already allocated $20,000 to undertake detailed
design of the netball courts in the 2016/2017 Budget. Detailed design of the netball courts is anticipated
to take approximately one month to finalise, and will be ready for construction by 1 July 2017. Council
may consider partial funding of this project to relocate the cricket training nets and install temporary
crushed rock access road in preparation for the construction of the netball courts when funds become
available. The Master Plan costed these works to be approximately $125,000.
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This project remains as Council’s highest priority netball project and funding of $125,000 has been
included in the 2017/2018 Budget to undertake Stage One works.

34. Submitter – Juanita Aitken / Nick Arnott, Seawinds Community Hub

The submitter requests additional financial assistance to enable the continued operation of Seawinds
Community Hub.

Officer Response: Director Communities

Neighbourhood houses across the Shire are in small converted houses; some with additional portable
buildings. This is a large purpose built facility. Seawinds Community Hub provides both a Long Day
kindergarten program and Neighbourhood House program (and soon to beMen’s Shed). This requires
additional cleaning and utility costs that are far higher than other neighbourhood house facilities. The
facility operates after hours and on weekends to external groups. Having one governing body for
these three services is an advantage.

Fundraising for the group is difficult for the local residents so a lot of effort is put into external fund
raising and applications for philanthropic funds with some success. These are one off amounts that
are specific to projects and programs rather than running costs.

The Seawinds Community Hub receives a standard grant of $13,000. One-off grants have been
received through the Shire’s grants program (as detailed below) but these are for specific
projects/programs and do not assist with the underlying recurrent costs.

2016/2017 – Funds Paid to Seawinds Community Hub

2017/2018 – Budget Provisions Made

Community House – $13,000

Funding of $25,000 has been allocated in the 2017/2018 Budget as a one-off contribution to assist
Seawinds Community Hub cover operating costs. The additional funding will not be provided to
Seawinds until a satisfactory review of operations is completed.
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35. Submitter – Peter and Ann Renkin, Shoreham Community Association

The submitters request Council undertake an overall parking plan for the precinct encompassing Cliff
and Byrnes Roads. The plan would incorporate discontinuation of off-street parking on what is now
known as the ‘old tennis court’, an area situated on the common at the corner of Byrnes and Cliff
Roads.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

The Shire’s Traffic and Transport team have reviewed that request. Should Council wish to further
progress the project the next appropriate stage is to undertake further investigations through a township
parking study ($30,000).

Funding has been provided in the 2017/2018 Budget for this submission.

36. Submitter – Jean-Piere Azemat and Roger Hopkinson, Sorrento Bowls Club

The submitter requests that Council supports a funding proposal whereby Sorrento Bowls Club
finances a loan amount of $150,000 by matching that sumwith a financial contribution for the purpose
of construction a synthetic third green.

Officer Response: Manager – Infrastructure Strategy

Council have previously assisted the development of synthetic bowling green projects via Council’s
Loan Guarantee Policy rather than providing a financial contribution (matching or otherwise). The
repayment of loans obtained to install synthetic greens is viable for bowling clubs due to savings
associated with maintenance of synthetic versus turf greens, which is approximately $20,000 –
$25,000 per annum.

A project under loan guarantee must satisfy at least the following:

There should be a demonstrable community need;
There should be demonstrable alignment between the objectives of the entity and those of
Council;
There should be a consistency with the Shire’s own planning for facilities; and
There should be demonstrable public access and positive community benefit.

Council should consider a further report should the club wish to proceed with a loan guarantee.

Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget.

37. Submitter – Natalie Garner / Mark Clavin, Sorrento Portsea Chamber of Commerce

The submitter requests that budget be allocated to the completion of the George Street node
streetscape works in Sorrento.

Officer Response: Manager – Property and Strategy

The works mentioned in the submission are part of the wider Sorrento streetscape strategy. The
George Street node will improve pedestrian movement through the street and follows on from the
recent work implemented at the Darling Street node. The detailed design for this stage of the project
has been completed and can be considered for construction funding should further funding made
available (circa $1 million).
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Funding for this submission has not been included in the 2017/2018 Budget, and will be considered
in the coming years should funding be available.

38. Submitter – David Shaw, Tyabb & District Ratepayers Business & Environment Group

The submitter believes that making a financial contribution of $100,000 to fund an additional helipad
at Tyabb Airport is a misdirection of ratepayers’ money. This money should be diverted to more
immediate lifesaving projects around Tyabb.

Officer Response: Financial Controller

The Proposed 2017/2018 Budget includes a grant for Emergency Management Infrastructure of
$100,000.

It is recommended that if these funds are to be allocated to Peninsula Aero Club based on the
submission received (detail at No. 30 above), a report is prepared by officers prior to awarding any
funds. The report would include consideration of planning permit requirements (including noise limits
and operating hours), current availability of similar infrastructure in the Shire and surrounding areas,
emergency services support for the proposal and if the current submission meets operational
requirements and difficulties associated with current infrastructure (e.g. aerial policing of roads,
dangers of landing on soft ground).

39. Submitter – Peter Aldenhoven, Willum Warrain Aboriginal Association

The submitter requests for a range of support from Council for the Gathering Place at 10 Pound Road,
Hastings. The major obstacle is that premises are currently too small to accommodate members and
require a larger multi-purpose building. Specific requests include:

An extended lease of 25 years;
Or at expiry of current lease in three years’ time, the option to buy;
An annual recurrent grant as provided to Community Houses for operating costs ($13,000 per
annum); and
Waiving annual lease cost.

Officer Response: Director – Communities

Willum Warrain are included in the group of community houses that have a ‘peppercorn’ rental
agreement already. Budget provision has also been made for a contribution of $13,000, aligned with
that of community houses.

Officer Response: Manager – Property and Strategy

A Property Strategy is currently being developed for all Council owned and managed land which will
assist with the decision making on the future of all Council property holdings. Once this Strategy has
been completed and adopted by Council, we will be able to consider Willum Warrain’s request to
extend the lease and include an option to buy clause.
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40. Submitter – Margaret Wilson, Rye Community House

The submitter requests that Council reconsider and waiver its proposed lease rate of $520 per annum
for Shire owned community facilities occupied by the Community Houses/Centres running the State
Government’s Neighbourhood House program and enter into a peppercorn lease arrangement of
$1.00 with Committees of Management.

Officer Response: Chief Financial Officer

It is recommended the lease arrangement with the twelve community houses/centres across the
Shire is revised to a ‘peppercorn’ rent of $1.00 per annum effective from 1 July 2017 (rental income
reduction $6,000).

The 2017/2018 Budget has been updated to incorporate the revised lease arrangement of $1.00 for
the twelve community houses.

RECOMMENDATION

That having received and noted submissions made on the Proposed 2017/2018 Budget, the statutory
process of adoption of the 2017/2018 Budget proceed and:

Part A

That the 2017/2018 Budget includes the following items:

Submitter – Community Houses Rent Reduction (No. 40) – the lease arrangements with
the twelve community houses/centres across the Shire be revised to a ‘peppercorn rent’ of
$1.00 per annum effective from 1 July, 2017 and forecast rental income reduction of $6,000
be incorporated into the budget.

1.

Submitter – Friends of Lospalos (No.15) – annual operating grant of $6,000 be increased
to $9,000.

2.

Submitter – Men’s Shed (No. 17, 18, 19 and 20) - Community Engagement and Support
Officer be funded in the amount of $25,000 to support the implementation of the Council
adopted Men’s Shed Policy (2015) and Community Gardens Policy (2014).

3.

Submitter – Peninsula Transport Assist (No. 31) – additional contribution of $25,000 be
provided in line with the Shire’s Sustainable Transport Strategy to support the organisation’s
activities.

4.

Submitter – Red Hill Football Netball Club (No. 33) – $125,000 capital works funding towards
the construction of two netball courts and associated facilities at the Red Hill Recreation
Reserve. Stage One funding to be allocated towards relocation of the cricket training nets

5.

and installation of a temporary crushed rock access road in preparation for the construction
of the netball courts (in accordance with the Red Hill Recreation Reserve Long TermMaster
Plan).

Submitter – Seawinds Community Hub (No. 34) – additional $25,000 be allocated in the
budget as a one-off contribution to assist Seawinds Community Hub cover operating costs.
The additional funding would not be provided to Seawinds until a satisfactory review of
operations is completed.

6.
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Submitter – Shoreham Township Parking Study (No. 35) – $30,000 be allocated in the
budget to undertake a parking study to identify improvements to parking and traffic
management in the Shoreham area.

7.

Part B

That Mornington Botanical Rose Garden (No. 21) request for a financial contribution of $30,000
towards construction of new storage sheds to support the ongoing maintenance and management
of the rose garden be funded from the current year’s budget.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Payne
Seconded: Cr. Edge

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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3.2 Adoption of the 2017/2018 Budget and Declaration of Rates and Charges for 2017/2018

Bulent Oz, Financial ControllerPrepared By

Chief Financial OfficerAuthorised By

A7326894Document ID

YES (1)Attachment(s)

Addendum – Late Report
Circulated Wednesday, 7 June 2017

PURPOSE

This report comprises two related matters for consideration by Council, being:

Adoption of the 2017/2018 Budget; and
Declaration of the Rates and Charges for the year 2017/2018.

These matters are dealt with together as Council is required to adopt a Budget and declare the rates
before the commencement of the respective financial year. It is proposed to issue rate notices during
August with the first instalment due by 2 October 2017.

This report recommends adoption of the 2017/2018 Budget and declaration of Rates and Charges
as outlined in the report.

BACKGROUND

The proposed 2017/2018 Budget was presented to Council at its meeting on 20 March 2017 and
public notice was given in accordance with Section 129 of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act).
The Budget was on exhibition for the period 23 March 2017 to 26 April 2017.

On 10 May 2017, the Section 223 Submission Committee received and noted submissions to the
2017/2018 proposed Budget.

Having given public notice as required and considered the submissions received pursuant to Section
223 of the Act, it is now appropriate that Council, pursuant to Section 130(1) of the Act, adopts the
2017/2018 Budget. Council is also required pursuant to Section 158 of the Act to declare Rates and
Charges for the year 2017/2018.

DISCUSSION

Council has had to accommodate a number of external challenges in developing the Budget whilst
still maintaining its commitment to achieve the status of a low rating Council and meeting the
expectations set under the Victorian State Government’s Fair Go Rates System (FGRS). The rate
cap for 2017/2018 has been set at 2.0% and Council is in compliance with the cap.

Notwithstanding this and other challenges, Council projects a surplus of $14.5 million (Comprehensive
Income Statement).
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Other challenges include:

State-wide CPI is forecast to be 1.4% for the 2017/2018 year;
Ongoing cost shifting from other branches of government;
Reduced financial assistance grant funding from the Commonwealth Government. A number of
factors affect the allocation of this general purpose grant funding, resulting in the 2017/2018
allocation to Mornington Peninsula Shire being reduced by $330,000 compared to 2016/2017.
The trend of this allocation is moving toward the minimum level available and will be monitored
closely; and
The Fire Services Property Levy will continue to be collected by Council on behalf of the State
Government in accordance with the Fire Services Property Levy Act 2012.

Proposed Rates and Charges

The average rate will rise by 2.0% in line with the order by the Minister for Local Government in
December 2016 under the Fair Go Rates System. Council did not seek a variation to the cap for
2017/2018.

In relation to Rates and Charges, the following rate in the dollar to be levied as General Rates under
Section 158 of the Act include:

2017/2018
Type or Class of Land Cents/$ Capital

Improved Value

0.21383General Rate for rateable general properties

0.25659General Rate for rateable vacant residential properties

0.29936General Rate for rateable vacant commercial properties

0.29936General Rate for vacant industrial properties

0.07484General Rate for rateable Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Rate
properties

The estimated total amount to be raised by General Rates in relation to each type or class of land,
and the estimated total amount to be raised by General Rates include:

2017/2018
Type or Class of Land

$’000

129,360General land

4,631Vacant residential land/rural land

137Vacant commercial land

207Vacant industrial land
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1,884Mornington Peninsula Agricultural rate land

46Cerberus land

840Steel works

155Cultural and recreational land

900Supplementary Rates

(400)Land Sustainability Rebate

(90)Heritage Rebate

(100)Valuations objections

137,570Total amount to be raised by General Rates

Proposals for Variation to the 2017/2018 Budget Exhibited

Subsequent to the consideration of the proposed 2017/2018 Budget, the following is recommended
for inclusion into the 2017/2018 Budget.

Table 1

$’000Section 223 Proposed Inclusions Subject to Council Resolution via Section
223 Submissions Process

6Community Houses rent reduction

3Friends of Lospalos grant increase

25Men’s Shed Community Engagement and Support Officer

25Peninsula Transport Assist funding

125Red Hill Football Netball Club – Stage One netball court works

25Seawinds Community Hub funding

30Shoreham Township parking study

239Total

Table 1

Table 2

$’000Summary of Changes to Proposed Budget

504Increase in general rates revenue and waste service charge due to additional
supplementary valuations undertaken January-April 2017.
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122Childrens Crossing Supervisor subsidy revised upwards based on increased funding
allocation from State Government.

250Interest income revised due to forecast higher 2016/2017 year end cash position

100Reduced street lighting utility costs as Street Lighting Bulk LED Upgrade is rolled
out, offset by additional interest costs to fund the upgrade.

(150)Street Lighting Interest Cost

(140)Annual maintenance costs for CCTV (installation funded by State Government) to
be absorbed by MPS as defects period will expire 2017/2018 and ownership and
operation costs transferred to Shire.

(453)Decrease in Victoria Grants Commission funding

12Minor Operating budget Amendments

245Total

Table 2

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

CONCLUSION

Inclusive of community consultation, Council has developed the 2017/2018 Budget through many
briefings and discussions to ensure themost equitable outcome for the community. We have addressed
the many requests for service and responded to the demands of maintaining and enhancing our
infrastructure, as well as accommodating a number of external challenges regarding levels of funding.
Statutory procedures have been followed and our Budget for 2017/2018 has been developed in
accordance with the Council Plan 2017-2021. The Pre-budget Community submissions and the
Section 223 process identified a number of issues or initiatives that Council believes can be addressed,
either through its current programs and plans, or through additional funding provided. Section 223
submitters will be provided with a specific response from Council following formal adoption of the
Budget.

RECOMMENDATION

Part A

The Budget

That Council, having given Public Notice of the preparation of the Budget and having
considered public submissions pursuant to Section 223 of the Local Government Act 1989
(the Act) resolves, pursuant to Section 130 of the Act, to adopt the 2017/2018 Annual Budget.

1.

That pursuant to Section 130(2) of the Act, Public Notice of the decision be given.2.

That Council adopts the proposed Fees and Charges as contained in Appendix A of the
proposed 2017/2018 Budget with an effective date of 1 July 2017.

3.
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Part B

Declaration of Rates and Charges – Amount to be Raised

That it is intended to raise the amount of $161,247,240 for the rating year commencing 1
July 2017 to 30 June 2018 by application of Rates and Charges detailed as follows:

1.

2017/18 $'000Type or Class of Land

129,360General Land

4,631Vacant residential/rural land

137Vacant commercial land

207Vacant industrial land

1,884Mornington Peninsula Agricultural rate land

46Cerberus land

840Steel works

155Cultural and recreational land

900Supplementary Rates

(400)Land Sustainability Rebate

(90)Heritage Rebate

(100)Valuations objections

19,736Waste service charge

157,306Subtotal

3,941Green waste charge (optional)

161,247Total amount to be raised by general rates

Basis of Valuation

That Capital Improved Value (CIV) be used as the basis for rating of all properties within
the Mornington Peninsula Shire for 2017/2018.

2.

That the determination of the 2017/2018 rates for all properties be based on
1 January 2016 levels of property valuations returned to Council on 20 June 2016 and as
subsequently amended by supplementary valuations.

3.
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General Rates

A General Rate be declared for the 2017/2018 financial year.4.

It be further declared that the General Rate be raised by the application of Differential Rates.5.

Differential Rate Categories

A Differential Rate be respectively declared for rateable land having the respective
characteristics specified below, which characteristics will form the criteria for each Differential
Rate so declared:

6.

Residential Vacant Land6.1

Residential Vacant Land is land:

On which there is no dwelling or like building designed or adapted for human habitation;
and

A.

Which is located within any of the following zones under the Mornington Peninsula
Planning Scheme:

B.

Residential Zone 1;
Low Density Residential Zone;
Comprehensive Development Zone 1;
Green Wedge Zone 4 (property less than 4,000 square metres); and
Special Use Zone 4.

Objective

The objective of this Differential Rate is to ensure that owners of vacant residential land
make an equitable financial contribution to the cost of carrying out the functions of Council,
noting that Council incurs the cost of carrying out a range of functions irrespective of whether
land is vacant or occupied.

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having the
relevant characteristics described above.

Use and Level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure described in
the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.
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The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary to provide
for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having regard to the
characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within the municipal district without reference to Ward boundaries.

Use of Land

Not applicable.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by consulting
maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

None.

Commercial – Vacant Land6.2

Commercial Vacant Land is land:

On which there is no building designed or adapted for commercial or like use; andA.

Which is located within any of the following zones under the Mornington Peninsula
Planning Scheme:

B.

Business Use Zone 1;
Business Use Zone 4; and
Business Use Zone 5.

Objective

To ensure that owners of vacant commercial land make an equitable financial contribution
to the cost of carrying out the functions of Council, noting that Council incurs the costs of
carrying out a range of functions irrespective of whether land is vacant or occupied.

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having the
relevant characteristics described above.

Use and Level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure described in
the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
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Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.

The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary to provide
for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having regard to the
characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within the municipal district without reference to Ward boundaries.

Use of Land

Not applicable.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by consulting
maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

None.

Industrial – Vacant Land6.3

Industrial Vacant Land is land:

On which there is no building designed or adapted for industrial or like use; andA.

Which is located within any of the following zones under the Mornington Peninsula
Planning Scheme:

B.

Industrial Zone 3;
Special Use Zone 1; and
Special Use Zone 3.

Objective

To ensure that owners of vacant industrial land make an equitable financial contribution to
the cost of carrying out the functions of Council, noting that Council incurs the costs of
carrying out a range of functions irrespective of whether land is vacant or occupied

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having the
relevant characteristics described above.

Use and level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure described in
the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:
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Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.

The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary to provide
for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having regard to the
characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within the municipal district without reference to Ward boundaries.

Use of Land

Not applicable.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by consulting
maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

None.

Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Land (Farm Land)6.4

Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Land is land:

Which is ‘farm land’ within the meaning of Section 2(1) of the Valuation of Land Act 1960
but excluding any portion containing a residential, commercial or industrial building (or
buildings) or an outbuilding or other similar form of improvement (including the curtilage to
any principal residential or commercial building whether the curtilage is fenced off or not).

For the purposes of this definition:

‘Curtilage’ means an area of land measuring 2,000 square metres around the principal
residential building or commercial building or industrial building. If there is both a
principal residential building and a principal commercial or industrial building on such
land, the curtilage will be the area around the residential building alone;

A.

‘Residential building’ means a building used or designed or adapted for residential
purposes; and

B.

‘Commercial building’ means a building used or designed or adapted for commercial
purposes; and

C.

‘Industrial building’ means a building used or designed or adapted for industrial
purposes.

D.

Objective
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To support the planning objectives of Melbourne 2030 as they relate to urban
containment;
To preserve the rural amenity of the Mornington Peninsula and ensure the wider
community can continue to enjoy those benefits;
To preserve and protect agricultural land as a productive resource; and
To ensure that eligible land is managed in a responsible way.

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having the
relevant characteristics described above.

Use and Level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure described in
the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.

The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary to provide
for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having regard to the
characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within the municipal district without reference to Ward boundaries.

Use of Land

Any use corresponding with the relevant characteristics described in the Declaration.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by consulting
maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

Not applicable.

MPSC currently uses its agricultural differential rate to protect areas which are suited to
agriculture and to ensure that eligible land is managed in a responsible way.

The Differential Rate for farm land operates as follows:

35% of the general rate is applied to farmland component of property only;
Farmhouse (plus curtilage) currently bears the full general rate; and
Commercial or industrial components are separately rated.
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Mornington Peninsula Shire is unique in that only the farm land portion of a rural property
is eligible for the differential farm rate; the ‘house and curtilage’ attracts the general rate.

General Land – Any Land Which Is Not:6.5

Residential Vacant Land;A.

Commercial Vacant Land;B.

Industrial Vacant Land; andC.

Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Rate Land.D.

Differential Rate Percentages

That each Differential Rate will be determined by multiplying the Capital Improved Value of
each rateable land (categorised by the characteristics described in Part B Paragraph 6 of
this Resolution) by the relevant percentages indicated in the following table:

7.

Rate Cents in the $ of
CIV

Category

0.21383General Rate for rateable general properties

0.25659General Rate for rateable vacant residential properties

0.29936General Rate for rateable vacant commercial properties

0.29936General Rate for rateable vacant industrial properties

0.07484General Rate for rateable Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Rate
properties

That units in Retirement Villages that are not on ‘Strata Title’ will receive a bulk discount to
the capital improved values (CIV). The following discounts are applied for those units that
are on:

8.

Loan/Lease arrangement – 20%;
Loan/Licence arrangement – 20%;
Residents owning the unit and leasing the land ongoing – 15%; and
Strata – no discount.

It be recorded that Council considers that each Differential Rate will contribute to the equitable
and efficient carrying out of Council functions, and that:

9.

The respective objectives of each Differential Rate be those specified in the Statutory
Disclosures within the 2017/2018 Budget as adopted;

9.1

The respective types or classes of land which are subject to each Differential Rate be those
specified in the Statutory Disclosures within the 2017/2018 Budget as adopted;

9.2
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The respective uses and levels of each Differential Rate in relation to those respective types
or classes of land be those specified in the Statutory Disclosures within the 2017/2018
Budget as adopted; and

9.3

The relevant:9.4

Uses of;A.

Geographical locations of;B.

Planning Scheme zonings of; andC.

Types of buildings on the respective types or classes of land be those identified in
the Statutory Disclosures within the 2017/2018 as adopted.

D.

Curtilage on Properties Classified as Farmland

That pursuant to Sections 158 and 158A of the Local Government Act 1989, the General
Rate in the dollar on CIV for general properties be levied for the 2017/2018 rating year on
the curtilage component of all properties classified as farmland.

10.

Rebates

That pursuant to Section 169 of the Local Government Act 1989, a land sustainability rebate
of 25% on the land (net of curtilage) component of those properties that meet the criteria of
the Land Sustainability Rate Rebate for the 2017/2018 rating year;

11.

That pursuant to Section 169 of the Local Government Act 1989:12.

A Heritage Rebate of 25% (with a minimum of $100) on the rates levied on the improvements
of heritage properties listed in the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme; and

12.1

A Heritage Rebate of 12.5% (with a minimum of $50) on the rates levied on the improvements
of properties within a designated heritage precinct that meet the criteria of the Heritage Rate
Rebate for the 2017/2018 rating year.

12.2

Services Charges

An annual Waste Service Charge be declared for the collection and disposal of municipal
refuse.

13.

The annual Service Charge be the sum of $197 for each rateable property with the only
exceptions being:

14.

Properties rated under the Cultural and Recreational Lands Act 1963; and14.1

Properties subject to the Western Port (Steel Works Rating) Act 1971.14.2

An annual Service Charge be declared for the collection and disposal of refuse taking the
form of green waste.

15.
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The annual Service Charge be the sum of $135 for each service of one 240 litre green waste
bin for each rateable land (or part) located within the eligible service areas in respect of
which the owner has given notice to Council that the collection and disposal of green waste
from the land is desired.

16.

Cultural and Recreation Lands Act

That pursuant to the provisions of theCultural and Recreation Lands Act 1963, the following
rates be levied on the listed properties for the 2017/2018 rating year:

17.

RatesPropertyProperty No

$30,718.18Sorrento Golf Club12018

$24,860.84Portsea Golf Club136374

$18,430.90Rosebud Country Club Ltd54951

$10,751.37Mornington Country Golf Club61372

$5,045.14Devil Bend Golf Club87869

$12,287.28Flinders Golf Club123392

$1,578.39Flinders Yacht Club15902

$1,315.40Rosebud Yacht Club Inc17439

$1,499.50Rye Sailing Club26463

$1,696.10McCrae Yacht Club28769

$4,442.36Sorrento Sailing Club39007

$1,763.86Safety Beach Sailing Club46019

$3,145.54Blairgowrie Yacht Squadron46705

$1,771.16Mount Martha Yacht Club78645

$1,932.12Somers Yacht Club78974

$823.63Rosebud Motor Boat Squadron80020

$1,403.73Western Port Yacht Club80912

$1,515.59Merricks Yacht Club84465

$1,436.94Point Leo Boat Club85013

$976.76Hastings Yacht Club88027

$893.61Mornington Yacht Club118429
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$3,082.98Daveys Bay Yacht Club111616

$2,278.73Canadian Bay Club98964

$318.93Western Port Angling Club88029

$605.26Merricks Beach Residents Assoc84471

$17,872.40Mornington Racing Club62833

$2,609.36Peninsula Aero Club89370

$155,056.04Total

Consequential

The rate of 10 per centum be specified as the Rate of Interest set by Council for the purpose
of Section 172(2) of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) and be so set until a new rate
is set in accordance with the Act.

18.

The Chief Executive Officer be authorised to levy and recover the General Rates and annual
Service Charges in accordance with the Act.

19.

AMENDMENT

Moved: Cr. Gill
Seconded: Cr. Roper

Part C

That Councillors meet an an appropriate date to discuss and prioritise budget measures in
the priority list that were omitted from the 2017/2018 Council budget in order to be in a position
to vary the budget if the situations arises.

Vote by Division (Requested by Cr. Gill)

For the Motion: Cr. Hearn, Cr. Clark, Cr. Roper, Cr. Gill, Cr. Brooks and Cr. Celi

Against the Motion: Cr. Edge, Cr. Payne, Cr. Martin and Cr. Colomb

Carried
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COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Payne
Seconded: Cr. Brooks

Part A

The Budget

That Council, having given Public Notice of the preparation of the Budget and having
considered public submissions pursuant to Section 223 of the Local Government
Act 1989 (the Act) resolves, pursuant to Section 130 of the Act, to adopt the 2017/2018
Annual Budget.

1.

That pursuant to Section 130(2) of the Act, Public Notice of the decision be given.2.

That Council adopts the proposed Fees and Charges as contained in Appendix A of
the proposed 2017/2018 Budget with an effective date of 1 July 2017.

3.

Part B

Declaration of Rates and Charges – Amount to be Raised

That it is intended to raise the amount of $161,247,240 for the rating year commencing
1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018 by application of Rates and Charges detailed as follows:

1.

2017/18 $'000Type or Class of Land

129,360General Land

4,631Vacant residential/rural land

137Vacant commercial land

207Vacant industrial land

1,884Mornington Peninsula Agricultural rate land

46Cerberus land

840Steel works

155Cultural and recreational land

900Supplementary Rates

(400)Land Sustainability Rebate

(90)Heritage Rebate

(100)Valuations objections

19,736Waste service charge
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2017/18 $'000Type or Class of Land

157,306Subtotal

3,941Green waste charge (optional)

161,247Total amount to be raised by general rates

Basis of Valuation

That Capital Improved Value (CIV) be used as the basis for rating of all properties
within the Mornington Peninsula Shire for 2017/2018.

2.

That the determination of the 2017/2018 rates for all properties be based on
1 January 2016 levels of property valuations returned to Council on 20 June 2016
and as subsequently amended by supplementary valuations.

3.

General Rates

A General Rate be declared for the 2017/2018 financial year.4.

It be further declared that the General Rate be raised by the application of Differential
Rates.

5.

Differential Rate Categories

A Differential Rate be respectively declared for rateable land having the respective
characteristics specified below, which characteristics will form the criteria for each
Differential Rate so declared:

6.

Residential Vacant Land6.1

Residential Vacant Land is land:

On which there is no dwelling or like building designed or adapted for human
habitation; and

A.

Which is located within any of the following zones under the Mornington
Peninsula Planning Scheme:

B.

Residential Zone 1;
Low Density Residential Zone;
Comprehensive Development Zone 1;
Green Wedge Zone 4 (property less than 4,000 square metres); and
Special Use Zone 4.
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Objective

The objective of this Differential Rate is to ensure that owners of vacant residential
landmake an equitable financial contribution to the cost of carrying out the functions
of Council, noting that Council incurs the cost of carrying out a range of functions
irrespective of whether land is vacant or occupied.

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having
the relevant characteristics described above.

Use and Level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure
described in the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.

The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary
to provide for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having
regard to the characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within themunicipal district without reference toWard boundaries.

Use of Land

Not applicable.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by
consulting maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

None.

Commercial – Vacant Land6.2

Commercial Vacant Land is land:

Onwhich there is no building designed or adapted for commercial or like use;
and

A.

Which is located within any of the following zones under the Mornington
Peninsula Planning Scheme:

B.
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Business Use Zone 1;
Business Use Zone 4; and
Business Use Zone 5.

Objective

To ensure that owners of vacant commercial land make an equitable financial
contribution to the cost of carrying out the functions of Council, noting that Council
incurs the costs of carrying out a range of functions irrespective of whether land is
vacant or occupied.

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having
the relevant characteristics described above.

Use and Level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure
described in the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.

The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary
to provide for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having
regard to the characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within themunicipal district without reference toWard boundaries.

Use of Land

Not applicable.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by
consulting maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

None.

Industrial – Vacant Land6.3

Industrial Vacant Land is land:
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On which there is no building designed or adapted for industrial or like use;
and

A.

Which is located within any of the following zones under the Mornington
Peninsula Planning Scheme:

B.

Industrial Zone 3;
Special Use Zone 1; and
Special Use Zone 3.

Objective

To ensure that owners of vacant industrial land make an equitable financial
contribution to the cost of carrying out the functions of Council, noting that Council
incurs the costs of carrying out a range of functions irrespective of whether land is
vacant or occupied

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having
the relevant characteristics described above.

Use and level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure
described in the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.

The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary
to provide for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having
regard to the characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within themunicipal district without reference toWard boundaries.

Use of Land

Not applicable.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by
consulting maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

None.
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Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Land (Farm Land)6.4

Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Land is land:

Which is ‘farm land’ within the meaning of Section 2(1) of the Valuation of Land Act
1960 but excluding any portion containing a residential, commercial or industrial
building (or buildings) or an outbuilding or other similar form of improvement
(including the curtilage to any principal residential or commercial building whether
the curtilage is fenced off or not).

For the purposes of this definition:

‘Curtilage’ means an area of land measuring 2,000 square metres around the
principal residential building or commercial building or industrial building. If
there is both a principal residential building and a principal commercial or
industrial building on such land, the curtilage will be the area around the
residential building alone;

A.

‘Residential building’ means a building used or designed or adapted for
residential purposes; and

B.

‘Commercial building’ means a building used or designed or adapted for
commercial purposes; and

C.

‘Industrial building’ means a building used or designed or adapted for
industrial purposes.

D.

Objective

To support the planning objectives of Melbourne 2030 as they relate to urban
containment;
To preserve the rural amenity of theMornington Peninsula and ensure the wider
community can continue to enjoy those benefits;
To preserve and protect agricultural land as a productive resource; and
To ensure that eligible land is managed in a responsible way.

Types and Classes

The types and classes of rateable land within this Differential Rate are those having
the relevant characteristics described above.

Use and Level of Differential Rate

The Differential Rate will be used to fund some of those items of expenditure
described in the budget adopted by Council including (but not limited to) the:

Construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets;
Development and provision of health and community services; and
Provision of general support services.
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The level of the Differential Rate is the level which Council considers is necessary
to provide for an appropriate contribution to Council’s budgeted expenditure, having
regard to the characteristics of the land.

Geographic Location

Wherever located within themunicipal district without reference toWard boundaries.

Use of Land

Any use correspondingwith the relevant characteristics described in the Declaration.

Planning Scheme Zoning

The zoning applicable to each rateable land within this category, as determined by
consulting maps referred to in the relevant Planning Scheme.

Types of Buildings

Not applicable.

MPSC currently uses its agricultural differential rate to protect areas which are suited
to agriculture and to ensure that eligible land is managed in a responsible way.

The Differential Rate for farm land operates as follows:

35% of the general rate is applied to farmland component of property only;
Farmhouse (plus curtilage) currently bears the full general rate; and
Commercial or industrial components are separately rated.

Mornington Peninsula Shire is unique in that only the farm land portion of a rural
property is eligible for the differential farm rate; the ‘house and curtilage’ attracts
the general rate.

General Land – Any Land Which Is Not:6.5

Residential Vacant Land;A.

Commercial Vacant Land;B.

Industrial Vacant Land; andC.

Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Rate Land.D.

Differential Rate Percentages

That each Differential Rate will be determined by multiplying the Capital Improved
Value of each rateable land (categorised by the characteristics described in Part B
Paragraph 6 of this Resolution) by the relevant percentages indicated in the following
table:

7.
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Rate Cents in the $ of
CIV

Category

0.21383General Rate for rateable general properties

0.25659General Rate for rateable vacant residential properties

0.29936General Rate for rateable vacant commercial properties

0.29936General Rate for rateable vacant industrial properties

0.07484General Rate for rateable Mornington Peninsula Agricultural Rate
properties

That units in Retirement Villages that are not on ‘Strata Title’ will receive a bulk
discount to the capital improved values (CIV). The following discounts are applied
for those units that are on:

8.

Loan/Lease arrangement – 20%;
Loan/Licence arrangement – 20%;
Residents owning the unit and leasing the land ongoing – 15%; and
Strata – no discount.

It be recorded that Council considers that each Differential Rate will contribute to
the equitable and efficient carrying out of Council functions, and that:

9.

The respective objectives of each Differential Rate be those specified in the Statutory
Disclosures within the 2017/2018 Budget as adopted;

9.1

The respective types or classes of land which are subject to each Differential Rate
be those specified in the Statutory Disclosures within the 2017/2018 Budget as
adopted;

9.2

The respective uses and levels of each Differential Rate in relation to those respective
types or classes of land be those specified in the Statutory Disclosures within the
2017/2018 Budget as adopted; and

9.3

The relevant:9.4

Uses of;A.

Geographical locations of;B.

Planning Scheme zonings of; andC.

Types of buildings on the respective types or classes of land be those
identified in the Statutory Disclosures within the 2017/2018 as adopted.

D.
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Curtilage on Properties Classified as Farmland

That pursuant to Sections 158 and 158A of the Local Government Act 1989, the
General Rate in the dollar on CIV for general properties be levied for the 2017/2018
rating year on the curtilage component of all properties classified as farmland.

10.

Rebates

That pursuant to Section 169 of the Local Government Act 1989, a land sustainability
rebate of 25% on the land (net of curtilage) component of those properties that
meet the criteria of the Land Sustainability Rate Rebate for the 2017/2018 rating
year;

11.

That pursuant to Section 169 of the Local Government Act 1989:12.

A Heritage Rebate of 25% (with a minimum of $100) on the rates levied on the
improvements of heritage properties listed in the Mornington Peninsula Planning
Scheme; and

12.1

A Heritage Rebate of 12.5% (with a minimum of $50) on the rates levied on the
improvements of properties within a designated heritage precinct that meet the
criteria of the Heritage Rate Rebate for the 2017/2018 rating year.

12.2

Services Charges

An annual Waste Service Charge be declared for the collection and disposal of
municipal refuse.

13.

The annual Service Charge be the sum of $197 for each rateable property with the
only exceptions being:

14.

Properties rated under the Cultural and Recreational Lands Act 1963; and14.1

Properties subject to theWestern Port (Steel Works Rating) Act 1971.14.2

An annual Service Charge be declared for the collection and disposal of refuse taking
the form of green waste.

15.

The annual Service Charge be the sum of $135 for each service of one 240 litre green
waste bin for each rateable land (or part) located within the eligible service areas in
respect of which the owner has given notice to Council that the collection and disposal
of green waste from the land is desired.

16.
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Cultural and Recreation Lands Act

That pursuant to the provisions of the Cultural and Recreation Lands Act 1963, the
following rates be levied on the listed properties for the 2017/2018 rating year:

17.

RatesPropertyProperty No

$30,718.18Sorrento Golf Club12018

$24,860.84Portsea Golf Club136374

$18,430.90Rosebud Country Club Ltd54951

$10,751.37Mornington Country Golf Club61372

$5,045.14Devil Bend Golf Club87869

$12,287.28Flinders Golf Club123392

$1,578.39Flinders Yacht Club15902

$1,315.40Rosebud Yacht Club Inc17439

$1,499.50Rye Sailing Club26463

$1,696.10McCrae Yacht Club28769

$4,442.36Sorrento Sailing Club39007

$1,763.86Safety Beach Sailing Club46019

$3,145.54Blairgowrie Yacht Squadron46705

$1,771.16Mount Martha Yacht Club78645

$1,932.12Somers Yacht Club78974

$823.63Rosebud Motor Boat Squadron80020

$1,403.73Western Port Yacht Club80912

$1,515.59Merricks Yacht Club84465

$1,436.94Point Leo Boat Club85013

$976.76Hastings Yacht Club88027

$893.61Mornington Yacht Club118429

$3,082.98Daveys Bay Yacht Club111616

$2,278.73Canadian Bay Club98964

$318.93Western Port Angling Club88029
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$605.26Merricks Beach Residents Assoc84471

$17,872.40Mornington Racing Club62833

$2,609.36Peninsula Aero Club89370

$155,056.04Total

Consequential

The rate of 10 per centum be specified as the Rate of Interest set by Council for the
purpose of Section 172(2) of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) and be so set
until a new rate is set in accordance with the Act.

18.

The Chief Executive Officer be authorised to levy and recover the General Rates and
annual Service Charges in accordance with the Act.

19.

Part C

That Councillors meet an an appropriate date to discuss and prioritise budget measures in
the priority list that were omitted from the 2017/2018 Council budget in order to be in a position
to vary the budget if the situations arises.

Carried Unanimously

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1
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Addendum – Late Report
Circulated Wednesday, 7 June 2017

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is:

For Council to consider all submissions on the proposed Council Plan 2017-2021 made
under Section 223 of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act); and

1.

To seek Council’s adoption of the Council Plan 2017-2021.2.

BACKGROUND

Requirement to Prepare and Approve a Council Plan

Council is required under Section 125(1) of the Act to prepare and approve a Council Plan, including
a Strategic Resource Plan prepared under Section 126, within six months after each general election
or by the next 30 June; whichever is later. Additionally, the Minister for Local Government is empowered
under Section 125(4) to extend the period within which a Council must comply with Section 125(1).
On 10 February 2017, Local Government Victoria sent Circular 8/2017 advising that the Minister had
exercised her power under Section 125(4) to extend the due date for the Council Plan and the Strategic
Resource Plan (as well as the Budget) from 30 June 2017 to 31 August 2017. Council remains on
track; however, to prepare and approve the Council Plan by the ordinary due date.

Contents

The Council Plan, pursuant to Section 125(2) of the Act, must include:

The strategic objectives of the Council;
Strategies for achieving the objectives for at least the next four years;
Strategic indicators for monitoring the achievement of the objectives; and
A Strategic Resource Plan prepared under Section 126 of the Act.
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Consultation and Development

The draft Council Plan was developed with reference to the findings of community consultation
conducted over August and September 2016, under the banner of Your Peninsula 2021, for the
express purpose of informing the development of both the Council Plan, and the Municipal Public
Health and Wellbeing Plan. The consultation took in the views of 3,086 participants representing a
broad cross-section of the community through a range of methods; including the completion of 2,431
surveys.

Public Exhibition

Section 125(3) of the Act gives a person the right to make a submission under Section 223 on a
proposed Council Plan. In accordance with the Act, and Council’s decisions of 20 March 2017, the
proposed Council Plan was placed on public exhibition and submissions invited from the community,
from the 28 March 2017 until the 26 April 2017.

The exhibition period included:

Public notices (Attachment 4) inMornington Peninsula Leader,Mornington News,Western Port
News, Southern Peninsula News (all 28 March 2017) and on Council’s website;
Two media releases (23 March 2017 and 13 April 2017);
Copies of the proposed Council Plan available for inspection at Council’s Rosebud, Mornington
and Hastings offices and on Council’s website;
Email invitation to Your Peninsula 2021 participants and community stakeholders to make a
submission;
Council website ‘Have Your Say’ page with online submission form; and
Promotion on the Mornington Peninsula Shire’s official Facebook page.

Submissions Under Section 223

A total of 13 submissions (including one late submission) on the proposed Council Plan 2017-2021
were received and are attached to this report (Attachment 3).

A person making a submission is entitled, under Section 223(1)(a)(iv) of the Act, to request in the
submission that they wish to appear in person, or be represented by a specified person, at a meeting
to be heard in support of their submission. Four submitters made such a request to be heard and
were provided with details of the Section 223 Submission Committee meeting on 10 May 2017 at
which they were invited to appear. Three of the four submitters subsequently withdrew their request
to be heard. The fourth submitter did not attend.

As the Section 223 Submission Committee is not responsible for making the decision in respect of
which the submissions were made, for the purposes of Section 223(1)(c) of the Act, the Committee
must provide a report on its proceedings (including a summary of hearings, to Council). However, as
no submitter elected to be heard, no ‘summary of hearings’ is provided to Council. Nevertheless, an
extract of the Minutes of the Section 223 Submission Committee meeting of 10 May 2017 is attached
to this report to satisfy the requirement that a report on proceedings be provided (Attachment 2).
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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS LODGED

The following is a summary of each of the 13 submissions received and management responses and
recommendations to each.

1. Submitter – Betty Preston

Submission referred to the strategic objective to “Facilitate and promote connected and active lives”
and was understood to be concerned particularly with the major initiative to “build a pool for the
community of the Southern Peninsula”.

Management Comment

Mornington Peninsula Shire Council has indicated that it is a priority to consider the options available
for an aquatic centre in Rosebud.

The community’s interest in having an aquatic centre in Rosebud was one of the main topics to
emerge from the recent Your Peninsula 2021 consultation project.

The new Council has indicated it will consider the options available for an aquatic centre in Rosebud
and recently received a briefing on the work undertaken on this project.

Following on-going consultation between officers and the Council in the coming weeks, more details
will be released to the community.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

2. Submitter – Scott Crowe

The submission:

Sought confirmation that the Gateway Park plan in Mornington would be carried out in a timely
manner;
Expressed the view that improvements to the Shire’s road network would prove difficult to realise
without Commonwealth and/or Victorian Government funding and neither sphere of government
seems to ‘have an appetite for this sort of spending at the moment’;
Expressed the view that the cost of funding ‘safer roads’ is out of reach in the context of ‘rate
capping’;
Suggested improvements to public car parking; specifically, better organisation of parking facilities
at Shire ovals and multi-storey car parking in Mornington;
Expressed the view that the “capacity of families and parents to thrive” (p. 29) depends on a
‘secure income’ and is not Council’s responsibility;
Expressed concern that “Achieving an operating and underlying surplus” and “Achiev[ing] a
balanced budget on a cash basis” (p. 34) were incompatible objectives; and
Expressed concern regarding the forecast growth in employee costs.
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Management Comment

All adopted Council plans have a number of recommended priority projects and works within them.
These projects and works are subject to funding approvals and these must be considered against
competing projects in other adopted plans. The Mornington Structure Plan (from 2007) is still the key
strategic document that guides future land use and development within the township of Mornington.
All future public works within the township of Mornington are considered in the context of the adopted
structure plan.

Road Network Improvement – Commonwealth and/or Victorian Government Funding

Council continues to advocate for a number of improvements on the arterial road network. This
includes road safety and congestion management improvements. Recently, successful advocacy
has seen Federal Government interest and an investment commitment to improve the Forest
Drive/Nepean Highway intersection.

A number of speed limits have been reduced in the past five years to address significant road safety
concerns and histories.

In terms of road maintenance, our 15 year Safer Local Roads contract ensures that the general road
condition across the Peninsula does not deteriorate. The contract requires the road network was to
be handed back to the Shire at the end of the contract period in the same condition as when the
contract commenced.

Parking – Council officers are happy to investigate concerns about parking layouts at existing Shire
facilities. Any new Shire facilities carefully consider the needs of parking.

A comprehensive parking study has not been completed for theMornington commercial area. However,
we have observed through parking surveys that there is spare capacity in different areas of the
Mornington commercial area. It is not currently a council priority for multi-level car parking in
Mornington.

Any new development proposals within this area are scrutinised in terms of parking provision to
ensure that they do not adversely impact parking availability.

While secure income is a very important element in assisting families to thrive, so too are a range of
services provided by Council including Maternal and Child Health, Communities that Care, Family
Day Care, Best Start and also provision of community facilities, Libraries and information.

The objectives of “Achieving an operating and underlying surplus” and “Achiev[ing] a balanced budget
on a cash basis” are not contradictory. Council seeks to maximise its operating surplus (recurrent
income less recurrent expenses) to ensure adequate funds are available to deliver the capital works
program, without the need for additional borrowings. After including the capital works expenditure,
Council seeks to deliver a balanced budget; the expenses (including capex) are not greater than the
income.

Employee costs are forecast to increase 4% year-on-year in the Strategic Resource Plan. This 4%
increase is based on a conservative/modest estimate for wage increases (~2.5%) (subject to change
as EBA negotiations are continuing) plus associated oncosts (e.g. WorkCover, long service leave,
leave loading).
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Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

3. Submitter – Declan Osullivan

Preservation of the 70/30 land use mix between rural and residential, limits on subdivisions and
prevention of over-development.

Management Comment

There is no proposal to move the Urban Growth Boundary on the Mornington Peninsula. Furthermore,
the recently released State Government planning strategy, Plan Melbourne, gives a commitment to
accommodate growth within the existing Urban Growth Boundary.

Council is committed to delivering the Housing and Settlement strategy within this term of Council.
This strategy will focus on where Council will allow sympathetic development and where we need to
restrict residential growth.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

4. Submitter – Cameron Brown

Questioned why Council has developed a new plan “when there are outstanding issues and matters
from the 2013-2017 plan”, and how Council demonstrates it is delivering on its plan.

Management Comment

Section 125(1) of the Act requires Council to “prepare and approve a Council Plan within the period
of 6 months after each general election or by the next 30 June, whichever is later”.

The results of the 2013-2017 Council Plan have been included in Council's 2014, 2015 and 2016
Annual Reports and will again be reported on (and concluded) in the 2017 Annual Report.

Under Section 125(2)(c) of the Act, the Council Plan must include strategic indicators for monitoring
the achievement of the strategic objectives of the Council. Strategic indicators are highlighted
throughout Our Peninsula 2021 under each of the four themes (‘Our Place’; ‘Our Connectivity’; ‘Our
Prosperity’ and ‘Our Wellbeing’).

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

5. Submitter – Jeannie Birch

Questioned whether the leash-free times at McCrae Beach were recently changed and requested
that they be extended outside of the daylight savings period.
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Management Comment

The current dog controls at McCrae beach were set by Council on 8 May, 2006 and are accurately
reflected by the displayed signage. No changes are currently being considered. Any future changes
would be part of a broader review of the leash-free program and would take in extensive community
consultation before being proposed.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

6. Submitter – Ms. Carmel Robertson

Called for new aquatic centre, gym and activity centre on the Peninsula.

Management Comment

See Submission 1 comment.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

7. Submitter – Mr. Rupert Steiner

Called for:

Stronger advocacy statement on expanding the metropolitan public transport network on the
peninsula;
Advocacy against the Port of Hastings and in favour of environmentally sustainable businesses
to operate on port land; and
Advocacy for sustainable and affordable housing.

Management Comment

Council is currently preparing a transport advocacy plan as one of the actions from its Sustainable
Transport Strategy. This plan aims to increase the frequency and coverage of the existing public
transport services on the Peninsula.

In the 1960s, land around Hastings and Crib Point was set aside for port related purposes to preserve
any future port development at Western Port. Mornington Peninsula Shire Council supports policy in
relation to the Port of Hastings.

We are committed to ensuring development in relation to this site and across our Shire, must introduce
world’s best practice in marine and terrestrial environmental research, management and community
involvement to recognise the environmental and cultural heritage values our community.

The Shire will continue to advocate to have environmentally sustainable businesses not just at land
set aside for the port but in other suitable locations.
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Council does actively promote the provision of sustainable and affordable housing for all sectors of
the community. This is primarily done through advocacy to relevant departments within both State
and Federal Governments and supported by the Affordable, Appropriate and Available (AAA) Housing
Committee.

Management Recommendation

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the first ‘Our Connectivity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Implement the
Sustainable Transport Strategy” insert “, including the development of a transport advocacy plan”.

Under ‘Our Connectivity’, for the first ‘strategic objective’, ‘major initiatives’ amend “Advocate for
significant improvements to address Southern Peninsula Congestion Management during Summer”
to “Advocate for significant improvements across our roads network consistent with the Shire’s
VicRoads advocacy priority list”.

Under ‘Our Place’ the second ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘major initiative’ “Implement the Triple A
Housing Committee strategic actions and outcomes”.

8. Submitter – Mr. Richard Willmore

Expressed concern that Dromana foreshore has fewer rubbish bins than at Safety Beach and requested
more bins.

Management Comment

TheDromana Foreshore is managed by the Dromana Foreshore Committee of Management (DFCoM).
The DFCoM is appointed and funded by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) under theCrown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 to manage this foreshore reserve. The DFCoM
is responsible for the maintenance and management of 3.5 kilometres of beach and foreshore reserve
including the provision of street litter bins along the Dromana Foreshore.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

9. Submitter – Ms. Kristin McLoughlin

Called for a bus service between Mornington and Hastings.

Management Comment

A cross-peninsula bus trial took place for six months in 2010 between Hastings and Mornington.
Whilst only operating two days per week, it demonstrated the potential for such a service to be utilised.

Public buses are coordinated by the Victorian Government and we will continue to advocate for much
needed bus service improvements on the Peninsula.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.
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10. Submitter – Ms. Melanie Gard (Peninsula School of Dance)

Increased consultation with businesses on land use planning; promotion of performing arts schools
and youth recreation programs; consideration of performance spaces along with sports and recreation
facilities; support for a performing arts theatre.

Management Comment

As part of the consultation for all significant township plans and planning scheme amendments,
Council consults with the relevant community groups that would be affected by the plan. To assist in
reducing disruption to business and conflict within activity centres, Council consults closely with the
local Chambers of Commerce (where applicable).

Through Council’s Community Arts and the Economic Development areas, Council is active in
supporting both amateur and professional arts within the area. The Tourism strategies have identified
Arts and Cultural Events as a major economic driver for this area. In addition, Council is actively
developing inclusive youth arts programs in partnership with a wide range of stakeholders at The
Corner Youth Centre in Mornington.

Through Council's Community Arts and the Economic Development areas, Council is active in
supporting both amateur and professional arts within the area. The Tourism strategies have identified
Arts and Cultural Events as a major economic driver for this area.

Management Recommendation

In strategic objective ten, under ‘Our Wellbeing’, add the ‘strategy’ “Promote arts, music, theatre and
cultural connections across the Peninsula” and the ‘major initiative’ “Implement the Arts and Culture
Plan”.

11. Submitter – All Abilities Consultative Committee (AACC)

The submission made the following requests/comments:

There should be recognition under ‘Our Community’ that it is important to promote opportunities
for people with disabilities in employment and as valued customers;
Address ways to promote ‘resilient, inclusive community’, ‘create new opportunities’ and ‘get
involved in your community’ further for people with disabilities beyond (1) beach matting (2)
changing places toilets and (3) the footpath strategy;
Clearly articulate Council actions to facilitate community engagement, and ‘minimising the
adverse impacts of health, welfare and safety of the community’ for residents with a disability;
How will Council deliver ‘inclusive, functional and accessible places’;
Add strategic objective under ‘Our Connectivity’: “support expanding accessible transport,
accessible communication methods”;
Include a strategy/strategic objective for disability under ‘Our Prosperity’ relating to employment,
education and training;
Include a strategic objective about residents with disability under ‘Our Wellbeing’;
What does “a self-determined, engaged and inclusive community is accessible to all residents”
mean for people with disability;
How is the Council going to “facilitate and promote connected and active lives” for people with
disability;
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Which major initiatives contribute to “Design and deliver well-planned townships with adequate
capacity for housing, infrastructure, employment, business activity and recreational areas”;
Does the Activity Centre Strategy include provision for various disabilities;
Need an accessible public pool and hydrotherapy pool;
Need an accessible playground;
Which major initiatives, etc. contribute to “Improve disability access and access for the aged in
homes, community places and infrastructure on the Mornington Peninsula”;
Access to the beach needs improvement;
Suggest consultation with the AACC;
The National Disability Scheme (NDS) should be included under “strategies that support our
work” for 'Our Place';
Add the word ‘accessible’ to “Advocate and promote enhanced andmore frequent public transport
services for the Mornington Peninsula” under ‘Our Connectivity’;
Regarding “Improve informational and guidance signage to facilitate easier mobility in the Shire”,
how will the signage be improved specifically and will it be suitable for people with disabilities;
Something should be added to the initiatives under ‘Our Connectivity’ to ensure pathways,
crossings, etc. are accessible to all;
Add “for all citizens” to “Promote business participation in employment program opportunities”;
Add “for all” to “Promote region as a year round destination”;
How is disability included in “increase employment opportunities and career pathways”;
Is the value of a disabled employee covered in the workshops to enhance business capability?
What is covered in these workshops;
How are disabled visitors catered for in “providing a diverse range of high quality passive and
active experiences”;
Add strategic objective under ‘Our Wellbeing’: “Ensure disabled citizens feel valued and
supported”;
Direct express bus runs from Rosebud – Frankston and from Rosebud to Hastings; extend train
service on the Port Phillip side; more frequent and accessible transport;
Continue to implement beach matting;
Wheelchair accessible footpaths – Leon Avenue, Rosebud;
Widen footpath access to Jetty Road playground;
Promotion of accessible restaurants, etc;
Main street hearing loop;
Greater youth facilities;
Promotion of neighbourhood safe places;
Recreational facility (i.e. Pelican Park) for Rosebud;
Universal design standards for public and private business buildings;
Increased street lighting;
An accessible path to be included in the ‘Ride Safe strategy’; and
Accessible coastal paths where there are walking paths.

Management Comment
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Council supports the development of employment opportunities for all members of the community
but in particular disadvantaged residents including those with disabilities. A tangible example of this
is the new Peer Advocacy and Support position for a person with an intellectual disability within Youth
Services, to help deliver disability specific programs.

The three projects (beach matting, changing places toilets, and the footpath strategy) noted in the
Plan are examples only and not intended to be the full range of areas through which Council will
encourage community resilience. Council’s All Abilities Consultative Committee is actively involved
in promoting inclusion, and identifying opportunities for people with disabilities to get involved in the
community. The committee works across the spectrum of the Shire’s Disability Action Plan, which
includes:

Physical and Built Environment;
Transport and Logistics;
Information and Communication;
Support, Services and Programs;
Education Awareness and Training;
Housing; and
Providing advice and feedback and supporting Council to seek further input from people with
disabilities in the community.

In response to the call to ‘clearly articulate Council actions to facilitate community engagement’, etc.,
it is important to note that the Council Plan is the overarching document to guide Council; more detail
in regards to specific actions will be found in unit plans and strategies. The All Abilities Consultative
Committee will be actively involved in the consultation process for the new Disability Action Plan
2017-2021.

Regarding how Council will deliver ‘inclusive, functional and accessible places’, again, the Council
Plan is the overarching document to guide Council. The strategies for achieving the objective of
“thriving, accessible and inclusive places to live, work and visit” are set out in the draft Council Plan.
More detail/specific mechanisms will be provided in the new Disability Action Plan. Suggest including
additional strategy to further focus on the provision of accessible tourism within the Shire.

In response to the call for a new strategic objective under ‘Our Connectivity’; again, the Council Plan
is the overarching document to guide Council. Reference here is made to DAP. Mobility Maps,
RECHARGE scheme, advocacy for improved accessible public transport through the AACC.

The community outcome “Employment, education and training opportunities exist within theMornington
Peninsula Shire” relates to all residents. To reinforce this, the recommendation below is proposed.

Regarding what “a self-determined, engaged and inclusive community [that] is accessible to all
residents” means for people with disability, the National Disability Insurance Scheme has been
designed to increase choice and control for people with disabilities. The role of local government in
this space will mainly be to ensure that the built environment and services we offer are accessible.

Regarding how Council will ‘facilitate and promote connected and active lives’ for people with a
disability, the role of MetroAccess is designed to do this, through providing information, building
capacity of people with disabilities to participate, increasing community awareness of the barriers
that people with disabilities face, and educating community services about how to be more inclusive
of people with disabilities.
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Activity Centre Strategy – Council has to consider all abilities access when constructing or improving
any infrastructure in line with the relevant legislation. The footpath construction strategy provides an
example where the Shire includes the relevant Australian Standards into its infrastructure strategies.

Public pool – All community facilities should be accessible to the broad community including those
with disabilities (see also: Submission 1 comment).

By engaging with the Shire’s playground planner, the AACCwill work with Council to plan for accessible
playgrounds later in 2017.

Access in homes is supported by the Home Maintenance team within the Aged and Disability Unit.

Beach access is being targeted with the provision of beach matting. Mills Beach carpark and pathways
to the lifesaving club have been completed. Mount Martha beach access pilot was a huge success
over summer of 2016/2017 and plans to make it permanent are underway. Other patrolled beaches
are being reviewed for accessibility and work is underway with lifesaving clubs to provide beach
matting at more locations. Financial support for an accessible boardwalk at Point Leo has been
provided to the Disabled Surfers Association. Provision of Marveloo – portable accessible toilet and
change facility – has been provided by Shire at surf day events.

AACC will be actively involved in development of new Disability Action Plan, which should include
provisions for consultation on other relevant plans (such as the Toilet Strategy, Transport, etc.).

The position of Council in regards to the NDIS has not yet been determined but it is likely that we will
have a strong advocacy role.

Agree with adding the word ‘accessible’ to “Advocate and promote enhanced and more frequent
public transport services for the Mornington Peninsula”.

Regarding signage, refer to Disability Action Plan.

Support the addition of “for all citizens” to “Promote business participation in employment program
opportunities”.

Support the addition of “for all” to “Promote region as a year round destination”.

The “increase employment opportunities and career pathways” strategy relates to all citizens. The
Shire works with a diverse range of businesses to help grow employment across a broad section of
jobs, which enhances employment outcomes for residents of varying needs and skills.

The business workshops cover a wide variety of themes and topics. The Shire would be more than
happy to work with the AACC to seek suggestions on topics

The Mornington Peninsula Shire and the Mornington Peninsula Regional Tourism Board (MPRTB)
work closely with tourism businesses to ensure they have the highest possible standards to
accommodate disabled visitors. This is evidenced by the region having one of the few Changing
Places toilets in the state. The Shire and the MPRTB will be working with Tourism Victoria to offer
all accessible tourism workshops for tourism operators.

Public bus services are managed by the State Government. Advocacy for public transport
improvements is part of the sustainable transport strategy. The Route 887 service is an express
service that started last year to link community members from the Southern Peninsula (including
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Rosebud) to Frankston and it has been recently announced that additional early morning and late
evening services will be provided. A cross peninsula bus from Hastings was trialled in 2010 which
demonstrated that whilst there is merit for such a service, it is not sustainable financially.

We are currently developing a transport advocacy plan as one of the actions from the strategy. This
advocacy plan includes pursuing more frequent public transport services, particularly for the Route
788 bus.

Whilst it would be great to see a train line to the Southern Peninsula, it is not in the long term planning
or strategies for the state’s public transport system. Our advocacy in the sustainable transport strategy
provides an indication of what the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council are pursuing which will be
outlined in the forthcoming transport advocacy plan.

Beach matting – Mount Martha pilot will most likely become permanent, and plans are underway to
provide matting at Dromana and Mills Beach.

Accessible restaurants – the Shire’s Best Bites program provides an avenue to promote access for
all businesses. Businesses participating in the program are included in the Best Bites Food Guide
that is available on the Shire’s website.

Council is developing a network of Youth Resource Centres and will continue to improve their
integration with other services.

The promotion of Neighbourhood Safer Places will be undertaken through the Shire’s Fire and
Emergency Management Planning program.

Recreational facility for Rosebud – see Submission 1 comment.

Currently the Building Act 1993 requires All Abilities Access to be provided in any new non-residential
building within the building fabric, from the footpath level to all areas accessible to the public. Where
Council replaces or refurbishes a footpath, it is designed to provide All Abilities Access to existing
buildings wherever practicable. However there are over ridding requirements for public footpaths that
also need to be considered, such as maximum grades, tripping hazards, existing obstructing
infrastructure (poles, post boxes, etc.). It is not considered necessary for a specific item of this nature
to be included within the Council Plan, as there is adequate legislation covering this matter.

The issue of public lighting will be addressed by the forthcoming Community Safety Strategy.

We are currently reviewing the Ride Safe Strategy and will take this feedback into consideration. It
is intended that the reviewed strategy will work more closely with our Footpath Construction Strategy.

Planning and advocating for the construction of our key bay trail and inland trail missing links is
featured within the Plan as a major initiative.

Management Recommendation

In the ‘community outcomes’ under ‘Our Prosperity’, after “Employment, education and training
opportunities exist within the Mornington Peninsula” insert “for all residents”.

In the ‘strategies’ under the first ‘Our Connectivity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Advocate and promote
enhanced and more frequent” insert “accessible”.
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In the first ‘strategic objective’ under ‘Our Connectivity’ after “Our advocacy and communications
leads to improved mobility and connectivity” insert “accessible to all”.

In the second ‘strategic objective’ under ‘Our Connectivity, ‘major initiatives’ add “Provide accessible
coastal paths and bay trails to promote inclusive activities for people of all abilities and ages”.

In the second ‘strategic objective’ under ‘Our Prosperity, add the ‘strategy’ “Foster opportunities for
accessible tourism to enhance the visitor experience for people of all abilities”.

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the first ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Promote business
participation in employment program opportunities” insert “for all citizens”.

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the second ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Support the
Mornington Peninsula Regional Tourism Board to promote the region as a year round destination”
insert “for all”.

Under ‘Our Wellbeing’ insert the ‘strategic objective’ “People with a disability feel valued and are
supported”, ‘strategies’ “Facilitate and promote connection and inclusion to programs and services
for people with a disability” and “Encourage participation of the All Abilities Consultative Committee
members” and major initiative “Support and implement strategies and outcomes in the Disability
Action Plan”.

12. Submitter – Mr. David Gibb

Delete reference to dairy under ‘Our Prosperity’ and insert reference to beef, chicken meat and eggs.

Highlight “agriculture and GreenWedge” under ‘Our Prosperity’. Concern that the term ‘food economy’
is not explicit enough in incorporating agriculture.

Include objective: “To foster and encourage agriculture and promote the Peninsula's rural sector”.

Add ‘Road Improvement Strategy’ to “The strategies and plans supporting our work include” under
‘Our Place’.

Management Comment

Reference to dairy to be replaced with “beef, chicken meat and eggs”.

The term food economy relates to all facets of the food supply chain from agriculture to value added.
To ensure this is better understood it is proposed to add “including our agriculture and valued added
food production sectors”.

To reinforce the importance of agriculture and our rural sector it is proposed to make a stronger
reference in the description of our prosperity.

A major initiative in this section includes providing support to these specific sectors. To ensure this
is more explicit it is prosed to amended a major initiative to read: “Provide skills development and
support to food economy businesses including our agriculture, agritourism and valued added food
production sectors”.

The Road Improvement Strategy is still in development and has not yet been adopted by Council.
We have reviewed the associated strategies and plans associated within each theme and identified
missing strategies that will be added.
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Management Recommendation

In the final ‘Our Prosperity’ dot point under ‘Our Community’, for “dairy” substitute “beef, chicken meat
and eggs”.

In the ‘strategies’ under the third ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Support and develop our
food economy” insert “, including our agriculture and valued-added food production sectors”.

In the introductory paragraph under ‘Our Prosperity’, for “of our Shire, and our” substitute “with our
agricultural sector having a strong connection to the Mornington Peninsula. Our”.

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the third ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Provide skills
development and support to food economy businesses” insert “, including our agriculture, agritourism
and value-added food production sectors”.

Under the third ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘strategies’ “Advocate to enhance the productivity of our
region throughout the Bunyip Food Belt”; “Support the agritourism industry on the peninsula”; “Support
and further the strategy for the MPP Produce branding and Food Advisory Boards”; “Support rural
business through networking and industry development”; “Foster and encourage agriculture and
promote the Mornington Peninsula’s rural sector”; and “Develop and grow local business, including
agritourism and intensive agriculture”.

Under ‘Our Connectivity’ for the second ‘strategic objective’, ‘major initiatives’ add “Complete and
implement the Road Improvement Strategy”.

In the ‘strategies and plans supporting our work’ under ‘Our Connectivity’ insert “Footpath Construction
Strategy” and “Road Improvement Strategy”.

LATE SUBMISSION

13. Submitter – Rye Community Group Alliance

Add ‘Review of the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme’ as a major initiative under “Through
strategic planning we improve and protect the unique characteristics of the Mornington Peninsula”
and the completion of the review by mid-2018 (including recommendations) be inserted as a strategic
indicator.

Add major initiative under “Our stewardship and advocacy protects and enhances the Mornington
Peninsula's biodiversity and coastal experience”: ‘Review the current maintenance contract criteria
and its effectiveness be assessed against the state of each Shire-managed foreshore’ and add a
strategic indicator that ‘by 2018 foreshore areas requiring an increased level of maintenance have
been identified and a schedule of work compiled’.

Add ‘Sustainable management of tourism’ as a strategy under “Our stewardship and advocacy...”
and a supporting major initiative.

Add “the encouragement and support for passive water sports” as a strategy under “Our stewardship
and advocacy...” and “Mornington Peninsula is widely known as a holiday place where passive water
sports that don't impact on the coastal environment are supported and encouraged” as an associated
outcome.

Remove reference to Rye Recreational Boating Precinct Plan.
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Management Comment

Council is committed to retaining the Mornington Peninsula as a special and unique part of Victoria
that must be protected from inappropriate development, as clearly identified within the Mornington
Peninsula Localised Planning Statement. The review of the planning scheme will be undertaken
within the next financial year and comply with the regulatory requirements of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 which requires the planning scheme to be reviewed within 12 months from
the adoption of the Council Plan.

No changes to the Council Plan are recommended in response to the foreshore maintenance item
as the current contractual arrangements, which are reviewed annually, provide the ability to dial up
or dial down service levels as required. Additionally teams always work to maximise efficiency and
effectiveness of maintenance works by coordinating various programs, such as; fire management,
weed management, vegetation management and cleansing. There are also opportunities to enhance
operations that will come out of the implementation of Council Biodiversity Management Plan.

Coastal Management Plans are developed for each of the Mornington Peninsula’s foreshore. These
Plans provide a framework for sustainable tourismmanagement and growth. The Coastal Management
Plans can provide recommendations for future appropriate levels of sustainable tourism use.

The Shire works closely with the Mornington Peninsula Regional Tourism Board to promote the region
during off peak, encourage visitor dispersal. Supporting new tourism product in the right locations is
also a priority.

The Shire currently has a number of operators conducting non-motorised water sports around the
bay under commercial licence agreements direct with the Council. There are also similar arrangements
with Parks Victoria and other committees of management. We will continue to encourage and support
these.

The Rye Township Plan will provide the strategic vision for the future of Rye. It will develop a strong
identity for the township, and suggest improvement works throughout the town centre, Point Nepean
Road and foreshore areas.

The plan will be comprehensive, and will ensure all future public works in Rye are in line with the
overall vision for the area. The plan will undergo an extensive community consultation process that
will involve significant community input.

Management Recommendation

No change recommended.

Table 1: List of proposed changes in response to public submissions.

Proposed Adjustment

Under ‘Our Place’ the second ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘major initiative’ “Implement the Triple
A Housing Committee strategic actions and outcomes”.

In the ‘strategies’ under the first ‘Our Connectivity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Advocate and promote
enhanced and more frequent” insert “accessible”.
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In the ‘major initiatives’ under the first ‘Our Connectivity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Implement the
Sustainable Transport Strategy” insert “, including the development of a transport advocacy plan”.

In the ‘strategies and plans supporting our work’ under ‘Our Connectivity’ insert “Footpath
Construction Strategy” and “Road Improvement Strategy”.

In the second ‘strategic objective’ under ‘Our Connectivity, ‘major initiatives’ add “Provide accessible
coastal paths and bay trails to promote inclusive activities for people of all abilities and ages”.

In ‘Our Connectivity’, for the first ‘strategic objective’, ‘major initiatives’ amend “Advocate for
significant improvements to address Southern Peninsula Congestion Management during Summer”
to “Advocate for significant improvements across our roads network consistent with the Shire’s
VicRoads advocacy priority list”.

In ‘Our Connectivity’, for the second ‘strategic objective’, ‘major initiatives’ add “Complete and
implement the Road Improvement Strategy”.

In the first ‘strategic objective’ under ‘Our Connectivity’ after “Our advocacy and communications
leads to improved mobility and connectivity” insert “accessible to all”.

In the introductory paragraph under ‘Our Prosperity’, for “of our Shire, and our” substitute “with
our agricultural sector having a strong connection to the Mornington Peninsula. Our”.

In the ‘community outcomes’ under ‘Our Prosperity’, after “Employment, education and training
opportunities exist within the Mornington Peninsula” insert “for all residents”.

In the second ‘strategic objective’ under ‘Our Prosperity’, add the ‘strategy’ “Foster opportunities
for accessible tourism to enhance the visitor experience for people of all abilities”.

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the first ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Promote business
participation in employment program opportunities” insert “for all citizens”.

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the second ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Support the
Mornington Peninsula Regional Tourism Board to promote the region as a year round destination”
insert “for all”.

In the ‘strategies’ under the third ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Support and develop
our food economy” insert “, including our agriculture and valued-added food production sectors”.

In the ‘major initiatives’ under the third ‘Our Prosperity’ ‘strategic objective’, after “Provide skills
development and support to food economy businesses” insert “, including our agriculture, agritourism
and value-added food production sectors”.

In ‘Our Prosperity’, for the third ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘strategies’ “Advocate to enhance the
productivity of our region throughout the Bunyip Food Belt”; “Support the agritourism industry on
the peninsula”; “’Support and further the strategy for the MPP Produce branding and Food Advisory
Boards”; “Support rural business through networking and industry development”; “Foster and
encourage agriculture and promote the Mornington Peninsula’s rural sector” and “Develop and
grow local business, including agritourism and intensive agriculture”.
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Under ‘Our Wellbeing’ insert the ‘strategic objective’ “People with a disability feel valued and are
supported”, ‘strategies’ “Facilitate and promote connection and inclusion to programs and services
for people with a disability”, “Encourage participation of the All Abilities Consultative Committee
members” and major initiative “Support and implement strategies and outcomes in the Disability
Action Plan”.

Under ‘Our Wellbeing’, in the tenth strategic objective, add the ‘strategy’ “Promote arts, music,
theatre and cultural connections across the Peninsula” and the ‘major initiative’ “Implement the
Arts and Culture Plan”.

Table 1: List of proposed changes in response to public submissions .

DEPUTATIONS

None. (See ‘Submissions under Section 223’ in ‘Background’).

FURTHER COUNCILLOR REVIEW

Upon reviewing submissions made through the Section 223 process, in addition to administrative
review, the following changes were recommended by Councillors for consideration for adoption in
the final Council Plan:

Table 2: List of other proposed changes

Proposed Adjustment

Update in the ‘Acknowledgement of Country’ wording to reflect Council decision of the 9 May,
2017.

Under the ‘Our Community’ section, update selected social, economic and population data for
better accuracy.

Under ‘Our Mission’:
Include new bullet point “Providing effective leadership and representation by democratically
elected Councillors”; and
Amend the second bullet point from “Listening and reflecting your collective wants in our
plans” to “Listening and reflecting your collective aspirations in our plans”.

Under ‘Our Values’ insert new infographic.

Under ‘Our Planning and Reporting Framework’ insert new infographic.

Under ‘Our Peninsula 2021’ insert new infographic.

Under ‘Council Plan Overview – Our Wellbeing’:
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Amend the first ‘strategic objective’ from “Our community works together to achieve reasonable
standards of health and wellbeing for all residents” to “Our community works together to
achieve optimal standards of health and wellbeing for all residents”; and
Amend “Elder citizens feel valued and are supported” to “Older people feel valued and are
supported”.

Under ‘Our Place’:
Amend “highly valuable green wedge land” to “highly valued green wedge land”;
For ‘strategic objective 2b’ add the words “where feasible”;
For the second ‘strategic objective’, add two new ‘strategies’ “Advocate for social welfare and
social justice issues and initiatives” and “Address issues of social isolation, poverty, housing
stress, food insecurity and sense of community security”;
For ‘strategic objective 3a’, amend “In conjunction with the community and our partners protect,
enhance and promote the conservation of natural environment, wetlands and estuaries, of
native vegetation and habitat, threatened species, ecological communities and biolinks” to “In
conjunction with the community and our partners protect, enhance and promote the
conservation values of the Peninsula including protection of natural environment, wetlands
and estuaries, native vegetation and habitat, threatened species, ecological communities and
biolinks”;
For the third ‘strategic objective’ add four new ‘major initiatives’ “Support and implementation
of outcomes in TootgarookWetlandManagement Plan”; “Support for theWesternport Biosphere
Committee and initiatives”; “Advocacy for Dromana Pier upgrade”, and “Advocacy for boat
ramps, jetties and pier improvements across the Mornington Peninsula”;
For the fourth ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘strategies’ “Reduce the Shire’s carbon footprint
through implementing and investing in renewable energy efficiency initiatives”; “Support
research for carbon sequestration investment initiatives to offset carbon credits in our natural
and marine environment” and “Investigate alternative waste treatments and organic food
processing initiatives”;
For the fourth ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘major initiative’ “Implement the Carbon Neutral
Policy”; and
Under ‘strategies and plans’, add a generic listing to capture all planning documents.

Under Our Connectivity’:
Amend “720 kilometres” to “720 square kilometres”.

Under ‘Our Prosperity’:
For the first ‘strategic objective’, under ‘major initiatives’ add “Promote education pathways
that lead to employment”; and
For the first ‘strategic objective’, under ‘major initiatives’ amend “Advocate for the development
of the Port of Hastings” to “Support policy in relation to the Port of Hastings”.

Under ‘Our Wellbeing’:
For the first ‘strategic objective’, amend from “Our community works together to achieve
reasonable standards of health and wellbeing for all residents” to “Our community works
together to achieve optimal standards of health and wellbeing for all residents”;
For the first ‘strategic objective’, ‘major initiative’ amend “Implement the Public Health and
Wellbeing Plan” to “Implement the Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan”;
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For the first ‘strategic objective’, ‘major initiative’ delete “Food for All”;
For the second ‘strategic objective’, amend from “Elder citizens feel valued and are supported”
to “Older people feel valued and are supported”;
For the second ‘strategic objective’, amend the ‘strategy’ from “Implement programs and
services which support elder citizens to remain healthy, active and independent” to “Implement
programs and services which support older people to remain healthy, active and independent”;
For the fifth ‘strategic objective’, add the ‘major initiative’ “Support and implement programs
and services for parents and families”;
For the eighth ‘strategic objective’, amend the ‘major initiative’ from “Refine the Municipal
Crisis Management Plan” to “Continue to work with partner agencies to update the Municipal
Emergency Management Plan”;
For the tenth ‘strategic objective’, add “across all ages and abilities” to the ‘strategy’ “Support
and promote local community arts programs and organisations across all ages and abilities”;
and
Under ‘strategies and plans’ amend “Municipal Crisis Management Plan” to “Municipal
Emergency Management Plan”.

Table 2: List of other proposed changes

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

CONCLUSION

The Council Plan has now proceeded and concluded its community consultation as per the
requirements of Section 223 of the Act. As a result of this consultation several proposed changes
are recommended, with other amendments also recommended to ensure the Council Plan delivers
on strategic intent and promotes clarity in communication, through the Council Plan, to the community.

RECOMMENDATION

That Council receives and notes the submissions made on the proposed Council Plan
under Section 223 of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) (Attachment 3).

1.

That, pursuant to Section 223(1)(c) of the Act, Council receives and notes the extract of
theMinutes of the Section 223 Submission Committeemeeting of 10May 2017 (Attachment
2) as a report on proceedings of the Committee determined under Section 223(1)(b)(i).

2.

That Council, having considered all submissions received, adopts the Council Plan
2017-2021 as attached to this report (Attachment 1) incorporating the recommended
adjustments set out in Table 1 and Table 2.

3.

That Council notes that a copy of the adopted Council Plan 2017-2021 will be submitted
to the Minister for Local Government and copies made available for inspection by the public
in accordance with Sections 125(5) and 125(11) of the Act.

4.
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That Council note that each person who has made a submission will be notified in writing
of Council’s decision and the reasons for that decision in accordance with Section
223(1)(d)(ii) of the Act.

5.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Celi
Seconded: Cr. Edge

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried Unanimously

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1

VIEW ATTACHMENT 2

VIEW ATTACHMENT 3

VIEW ATTACHMENT 4
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3.4 Road Closures and Public Highway Declaration – 2017

Elliott Reid, Traffic and Transport Engineer; and Brett
Whitwam, Team Leader – Traffic and Transport

Prepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7312608Document ID

YES (6)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

Pursuant to the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act), the Traffic and Transport Team intend to seek
a Council resolution to commence the statutory process regarding a number of road closures as well
as a public highway declaration within the Mornington Peninsula.

BACKGROUND

Queries have been received from the community about the following roads in regards to traffic and
road safety concerns, as well as road classification disputes. To address the concerns,
recommendations will be put forward to Council to implement the required powers under the Act. The
affected roads are:

1. Buxton Lane, Shoreham
2. Burton Street, Bittern
3. Wright Street, Hastings
4. Hodgins Road, Tuerong
5. Patricia Avenue, Blairgowrie

To address ongoing concerns for roads 1-4 listed above a permanent road closure to vehicular traffic
is proposed pursuant to the Act, Section 207, Schedule 11, Clause 9.

To address the concerns for Patricia Avenue (or part thereof), a public highway declaration is proposed
pursuant to Section 204 of the Act.

DISCUSSION

Buxton Lane, Shoreham – Road Closure

The Traffic and Transport Team have received ongoing queries regarding the road between Buxton
Lane and Blake Street in Shoreham. Photos and a map of the area is shown in Attachment 1.

Currently there are locked removable barriers in place preventing vehicular access along this section
of road. The barriers are designed to allow pedestrian and emergency vehicle access. It is understood
that the barriers have been in place since the late 1980s, however it is not clear as to whether the
barriers were ever installed via the correct statutory process.
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The queries received relate to whether vehicular access can be provided along the road, as there is
currently no local vehicular access between two residential areas of Shoreham. Currently
Frankston-Flinders Road provides the connectivity between the two areas. The request from some
residents regarding the possibility to open the road to vehicular traffic is proposed to improve access
for vehicles travelling between the residential streets in Shoreham.

To demonstrate community support regarding the proposal to open the road to vehicular traffic, a
2015 petition with 42 signatures was tabled at Council. As there were residents who were not supportive
of the possibility for the road to be opened, a petition with 98 signatures against the proposal was
also tabled at Council.

The Traffic and Transport Team undertook investigations regarding the request to open this road to
vehicular traffic. The findings of the investigations resulted in a view that significant road improvement
works will be required to allow vehicular traffic to travel along this section of road safely, and that
vehicular access is determined to not be reasonably required through this area.

As there are no records of a previous Council resolution to permanently restrict vehicular access on
this section of road, a Council resolution has been determined to be required to formalise the status
of the road.

A public exhibition period is required to commence the statutory process in regards to the proposal
that this section of Buxton Lane remain permanently closed to vehicular traffic, pursuant to the Act,
Section 207, Schedule 11, Clause 9.

Following the public exhibition period, if Council resolves to permanently close this section of Buxton
Lane, no additional works are required. This approach is recommended as the current road networks
appropriately services the residential areas and have played a part in forming the neighbourhood
character.

Alternatively, if Council resolves to open this section of Buxton Lane to vehicular traffic, works will be
required to ensure that the road is suitable for vehicular traffic. Cultural heritage and flora and fauna
investigations will most likely be required given this section of Buxton Lane crosses a Melbourne
Water controlled creek. Initial estimates indicate that the cost of bringing the road up to a suitable
standard will be in excess of $100,000 and will be subject to a future capital works budget bid.

Burton Street, Bittern – Road Closure

The section of Burton Street between Buckley Street and north of Tubb Road is not currently
constructed to a suitable standard to allow safe vehicular access. There are wheel tracks across the
section of road indicating there is occasional 4WD use, however the Traffic and Transport Team have
received concerns that vehicular access has resulted in property damage to the fence on the boundary
of 26 Burton Street.

As the Traffic and Transport Team believe that this section of road is not reasonably required for
general vehicle access, it is proposed to install lockable removable barriers to restrict vehicular access
either side of this section of road. This will still allow pedestrian access and be removable in times of
emergencies. Attachment 2 shows photos and the extent of the proposed road closure for Burton
Street.
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A public exhibition period is required to commence the statutory process in regards to the proposal
that this section of Burton Street be permanently closed to vehicular traffic, pursuant to the Act,
Section 207, Schedule 11, Clause 9.

Following the public exhibition period, if Council resolves to permanently close this section of Burton
Street to vehicular traffic, it is anticipated that the works to implement the closure will cost approximately
$2,000. This will be funded utilising the minor traffic improvements funding available in the Shire’s
capital works budget.

Wright Street, Hastings – Road Closure

The section of Wright Street at the Morrah Street end is not currently constructed to a suitable standard
to allow safe vehicular access. The Traffic and Transport Team have received concerns that large
vehicles are travelling on this section of road as a shortcut to travel out onto Wright Street and
damaging assets.

As the Traffic and Transport Team believe that this section of road is not reasonably required for
general vehicle access, it is proposed to install lockable removable barriers to restrict vehicular access
either side of this section of road. This will still allow pedestrian access and be removable in times of
emergencies. Attachment 3 shows photos and the extent of the proposed road closure for Wright
Street.

A public exhibition period is required to commence the statutory process in regards to the proposal
that this section of Wright Street be permanently closed to vehicular traffic, pursuant to the Act, Section
207, Schedule 11, Clause 9.

Following the public exhibition period, if Council resolves to permanently close this section of Wright
Street to vehicular traffic, it is anticipated that the works to implement the closure will cost approximately
$2,000. This will be funded utilising the minor traffic improvements budget made available to the
Traffic and Transport Team in the Shire’s capital works budget.

Hodgins Road, Tuerong – Road Closure

A high priority action from the adopted Roadside Equestrian and Mountain Bike Strategy (2015) is
the closure of Hodgins Road in Tuerong between the entrance to Bittern Reservoir and Derril Road.
Attachment 4 shows the extent of this proposed road closure and photos of the current road. This is
proposed to improve safety for trail users, especially horse riders utilising the designated Devilbend
trail. Currently riders are forced to ride along the road as there is insufficient space for riders on the
roadside due to the narrow road reserve. Stakeholders such as Parks Victoria and equestrian trail
users have demonstrated support for this proposal as per the letter attached (Attachment 5).

To implement the closure, horse caveletti’s and locked removable barriers are proposed to be installed
either end of the closed length of road. This will allow for emergency access and trail users access
throughout this area. Once implemented the length of road will continue to be maintained to a suitable
level for an equestrian trail as well as a fire access track.

The Traffic and Transport Team have investigated the impacts associated with the proposal and
determined that this section of Hodgins Road plays an important role in the local road network. Should
this section be closed, alternative access will be via Graydens Road which will require an approximately
4.1 kilometre detour impacting on travel times and connectivity for local residents. To gauge these
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concerns, the Traffic and Transport Team sought some preliminary feedback from the local Country
Fire Authorities and residents in the area. The feedback collected indicated that there were concerns
about this proposal, especially in times of emergency. Further to these concerns, due to the rural
nature of the area and the associated high travel speeds of vehicles along the road, comprehensive
advanced warning of the closure and lighting will need to considered to ensure appropriate levels of
visibility.

A public exhibition period is required to commence the statutory process in regards to the proposal
that this section of Hodgins Road be permanently closed to vehicular traffic, as per the action from
the Roadside Equestrian and Mountain Bike Strategy (2015). This will be done, pursuant to the Act,
Section 207, Schedule 11, Clause 9.

Following the public exhibition period, if Council resolves to permanently close this section of Hodgins
Road, it is anticipated that the works to implement the closure will cost approximately $10,000 plus
lighting costs. This will be funded as a future capital works budget bid as part of the implementation
of the Roadside Equestrian and Mountain Bike Trail Strategy (2015).

Patricia Avenue, Blairgowrie – Public Highway Declaration

There has been an ongoing dispute in relation to the legal position regarding the rights and entitlement
as to the use of the land forming part of Patricia Avenue, Blairgowrie. The dispute has been ongoing
for a number of years, with the Patricia Avenue street sign disappearing recently and the threat of a
legal challenge of Council’s proposed maintenance works on the road reserve.

The reason for the dispute is the section of Patricia Avenue between Foam Avenue and Spray Point
Road being defined as a carriageway easement on some of the neighbouring properties title plans;
however, it has provided general public access for some years. Attachment 6 shows the area in
question and photos of the land.

As there is such a significant level of dispute between the local residents, legal advice has been
sought and significant research has been undertaken by officers regarding history of the land.

Upon assessing all of the available information, officers are of the view that it is already a public
highway by operation of common law, however, in order to put the matter beyond reasonable doubt,
it is recommended that Council resolve to declare it a public highway pursuant to Section 204 of the
Act.

As well as removing doubt about the status of the land, the following reasons justify the need for this
section of land to be declared a public highway:

The need to manage/mitigate risk along the road;
The need to ensure appropriate bushfire risk management can take place;
The need for appropriate road connections to assist with the operation of the road network. This
is supported by the view from officers that this road is reasonably required for general public
use; and
The need to ensure appropriate road safety measures along the road.

A public exhibition period is required to commence the statutory process in regards to the proposal
that this section of Patricia Avenue be declared a public highway, pursuant to Section 204 of the Act.
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The resolution to declare this section of Patricia Avenue a public highway will result in the following
impacts:

The 33 feet carriageway easement will be declared a public highway. This will be formalised
through Council lodging an updated plan of subdivision;
As it has been operating for a number of years, general public access will be provided along the
carriageway easement; and
Ongoing maintenance of the roadway by the Shire, in particular road surface maintenance and
roadside vegetation management.

ISSUES

To commence the statutory process to implement these Local Government Act powers, the Traffic
and Transport Team is seeking a Council resolution to begin a public exhibition period to allow
community feedback.

In order to ensure that the local community has the opportunity to provide feedback or comment with
respect to the proposed closures and declaration, a six week public exhibition period is recommended.
Notification of the public exhibition period will include a letter to adjacent properties as well as
advertising on-site and in local media.

Pursuant to the Act, if there are submissions to individual proposal objections there will be an
opportunity for the objectors and supporters to make representation to Council at a Section 223
Submission Committee Meeting. Following the Section 223 Submission Committee Meeting, Council
will consider the representations prior to making a decision with respect to the individual proposals.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

CONCLUSION

The Traffic and Transport Team is proposing to permanently close four (4) sections of road outlined
above to vehicular traffic as per Clause 9, Schedule 11, Section 207 of the Act. These closures will
assist in addressing a number of ongoing community concerns.

The Traffic and Transport Team is also proposing to declare a section of Patricia Avenue in Blairgowrie
a public highway pursuant to Section 204 of the Act. This declaration will ensure the functionality of
the road network will be maintained and will also resolve the ongoing resident dispute about the status
of the land.

The Traffic and Transport Team recommends that Council resolve to commence a six week public
exhibition period to enable the community to have an opportunity to provide input with respect to the
proposals.

If there are submitters wishing to be heard, a Section 223 Submission Committee Meeting will be
held. Following the Section 223 Submission Committee Meeting, a report will be brought back to
Council outlining the submissions from the community to assist Council with making a formal decision
with respect to each of the proposals.
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RECOMMENDATION

That a six week public exhibition period be commenced for the proposed closure of the
section of Buxton Lane in Shoreham shown in Attachment 1.

1.

That a six week public exhibition period be commenced for the proposed closure of the
section of Burton Street in Bittern shown in Attachment 2.

2.

That a six week public exhibition period be commenced for the proposed closure of the
section of Wright Street in Hastings shown in Attachment 3.

3.

That a six week public exhibition period be commenced for the proposed closure of the
section of Hodgins Road in Tuerong shown in Attachment 4.

4.

That a six week public exhibition period be commenced for a section of Patricia Avenue
in Blairgowrie to be declared a public highway, as shown in Attachment 6.

5.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Roper
Seconded: Cr. Gill

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1

VIEW ATTACHMENT 2

VIEW ATTACHMENT 3

VIEW ATTACHMENT 4

VIEW ATTACHMENT 5

VIEW ATTACHMENT 6
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3.5 Point Nepean Road Study

Carolyn Lindsey, Traffic and Road Safety EngineerPrepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7299729Document ID

YES (1)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of the Point Nepean Road Study and its strategic
directions, and to make recommendations on the position of Council in relation to these.

BACKGROUND

The Traffic and Transport Team regularly receive queries from the community about Council’s position
on a new inland arterial road as well as other strategic directions covered by the Point Nepean Road
Study.

The Point Nepean Road Study (the Study), conducted by VicRoads, was published in June 2013
after the State Government committed $200,000 in 2011 for a study of congestion along the road. It
is still publically available on the VicRoads website.

The study was initiated to review the current traffic and safety issues in the area, to allow the community
to have their say, to provide options to improve the flow of traffic and safety along the road, and to
provide a strategic plan that addresses the major road congestion on the southern Mornington
Peninsula.

Key Recommendations in the Study

The Study identifies short-term measures to improve traffic flow and safety and considers the need
for an inland arterial road in the future to relieve congestion on Point Nepean Road. VicRoads has
identified the following strategic directions for the southern Mornington Peninsula road network:

Widen the intersection at Truemans Road and Point Nepean Road.1.

Develop a proposal to address the safety and congestion issues on Jetty Road at the
current freeway terminus.

2.

The existing arterial road extension of the Mornington Peninsula Freeway between Jetty
Road and Boneo Road to be ultimately upgraded to freeway standard.

3.

Provide a new inland arterial road. With a new road in the existing reservation between
Boneo Road and Melbourne Road being the preferred option for any future arterial road.

4.

Consideration be given to reclassification of Point Nepean Road when the new inland road
is constructed.

5.
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More detailed Flora and Fauna surveys and an investigation of design option be undertaken
as part of a future planning process to seek environmental approvals for a new inland
arterial road.

6.

ISSUES

Truemans Road Intersection

The most highly trafficked section of Point Nepean Road is between Capel Sound and Rye. After
Eastbourne Road joins Point Nepean Road it merges into a single lane, and arrives at a signalised
intersection further west at Truemans Road. Long queues at this intersection are common during
peak periods.

The eastern approach to this intersection currently has one through lane and one left turn lane resulting
in Sorrento bound congestion. VicRoads is proposing to widen the intersection to remove the localised
capacity constraint on Point Nepean Road, including an additional through lane on the eastern
approach and a continuous bicycle lane in each direction through the intersection. It is intended that
these works will reduce traffic congestion at peak time and improve safety for cyclists.

We understand VicRoads have undertaken preliminary design work to date and have indicated
challenges with the available width of roadway. Options for acquiring further width are complex given
the abutting foreshore and commercial property.

Please note that while this would be an improvement in the immediate area, this may move the point
of congestion further west during peak periods.

Freeway Terminus at Jetty Road

The Mornington Peninsula Freeway currently ends at Jetty Road where traffic filters through an
on-ramp and off-ramp setup designed to be part of a future grade separated intersection. The
movement of traffic is controlled by a roundabout at each ramp entrance/egress on Jetty Road. There
is a two lane, two way freeway extension between Jetty Road and Boneo Road connected to the
southern roundabout.

The setup of this intersection is unusual and can be confusing which has caused several casualty
crashes at this location. VicRoads conducted improvement works in 2015 to increase sight distance
for traffic on the freeway approaching the southern roundabout. They have also proposed further
options be investigated to improve safety and congestion at the site, but have stated the construction
of the grade separation interchange is not a high priority at this stage.

Themovement of through traffic from the freeway to the freeway extension conflicts with the movement
of vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians along Jetty Road at peak periods. For local traffic from the south
travelling along Jetty Road to the north, there is only one through lane at the northern roundabout as
the inner lane is an exclusive right turn lane. This causes congestion and queueing on Jetty Road to
the south, especially in the morning peak.

Padua College is located to the south of the freeway and generates a strong movement of school
children along Jetty Road at this location. There is a footpath along the west side of Jetty Road and
pedestrians need to cross the freeway extension.
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VicRoads are investigating options for the installation of pedestrian operated signals across the
freeway extension to improve pedestrian safety. They have indicated that the signals would need to
be placed a significant distance from the roundabout for congestion reasons which is not ideal from
a pedestrian perspective.

Upgrade of the Arterial Road Freeway Extension to Freeway Standard

The Mornington Peninsula Freeway currently terminates at Jetty Road which is a local road with
limited capacity for future growth. Traffic count data in 2012 indicated that 35% of traffic on the freeway
exited at Jetty Road with the remainder using the two lane, two way freeway extension.

The freeway extension is a two lane, two way road. This type of road configuration has a theoretical
maximum two way volume of 10,000 vehicles per day for traffic to be free flowing. Traffic surveys
conducted as part of the study indicated that in January 2013, the recorded daily two way volume of
vehicles on the freeway extension was 25,000. In April 2013, the recorded total daily volume in both
directions was 14,000 vehicles.

With the recent change to our local road, Eastbourne Road from four lanes to two, there has also
been increased pressure on the freeway extension to perform its arterial function.

The study proposed that the freeway should ultimately extend to Boneo Road, which is a divided
arterial road with a greater capacity than Jetty Road to distribute traffic from the freeway to the wider
road network. A typical maximum daily volume for a four lane, two way road is 30,000-35,000.
Therefore an upgrade to a four lane road would be more appropriate for the existing usage recorded
as part of the study.

This upgrade would require the grade separation of the freeway at Jetty Road and the duplication of
the existing single carriageway road between Jetty Road and Boneo Road. In doing so, the pedestrian
and cyclist safety concerns at the current freeway end point will be addressed.

New Arterial Road in Reservation

The remainder of the Mornington Peninsula Freeway reservation was established in the late 1960s
to allow the option of an inland access route to the Southern Peninsula, given likely future congestion
issues on Point Nepean Road. The study investigated different options for an inland arterial route
including:

Widening Browns Road to four lanes and new road in reservation between Dundas Street
and Melbourne Road.

1.

Constructing a new two lane road in the reservation between Boneo Road and Dundas
Street.

2.

Constructing a new two lane road in the reservation between Boneo Road and Truemans
Road.

3.

Constructing a new two lane road in the reservation between Boneo Road and Melbourne
Road.

4.
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Congestion Management

Strategic traffic modelling undertaken in 2011 was used to indicate the effectiveness of each option
with calculation made to determine the percentage reduction of traffic volumes on Point Nepean Road
in Rye. Option 4 proved the most effective with a 35% volume reduction, followed by Option 2 with
25%, Option 1 with 5% and finally Option 3 with no expected change. Based on this data, a new two
lane road in the reservation between Boneo Road and Melbourne Road is the best option to reduce
Point Nepean Road congestion and is also the preferred option for VicRoads.

Strategic traffic modelling such as that undertaken in 2011 is used to predict the future performance
and growth on the network. More detailed modelling is able to provide a snapshot of lane by lane
and intersection capacity limitations. More detailed traffic modelling of the Southern Peninsula can
be undertaken if Council wishes to commit funds. An indication of the cost for this type of modelling
is up to $150,000 for the Southern Peninsula, depending on the complexity and area of the modeling.

This summer the Shire, in partnership with VicRoads, conducted a travel time demonstration project
to help motorists make an informed route when travelling to the Southern Peninsula. Through this
trial, significant traffic data has been collected from key roads and intersections. This, as well as
existing data relating to traffic behavior, would be able to be used in the detailed modelling.

Emergency Management

The response times for emergency services heavily relies on traffic conditions. Therefore emergency
services are in general supportive of a proposal that has the greatest reduction in traffic and congestion.

Environmental Impacts

Each proposed option identified by VicRoads for the extension of the freeway through Capel
Sound/Tootgarook area will have associated environmental impacts on the Tootgarook wetland and
nearby areas (defined as the area within the Mornington Peninsula Shire Planning Scheme Tootgarook
Wetland Land Subject to Inundation Overlary boundary). VicRoads recognises in the study the
environmental values of the Capel Sound/Tootgarook area of State and National environmental
significance.

The Tootgarook wetland is described as a ground water dependent ecosystem, and consists of areas
where water covers the surface at various depths as well as areas which remain predominantly dry
with the water table just below the surface. Both wet and dry areas contribute to the habitat and
ecological values of the wetland.

The presence of listed threatened species along each of the proposed alignments will trigger the
regulations and associated required approvals of a number of state and federal Acts including but
not limited to the following:

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999;
Environmental Effects Act 1978 (Victoria);
Aboriginal Heritage Act (amended 2016);
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988; and
Water Act 1989.

While cultural heritage studies have been conducted at a number of properties in the general area,
the proposed road alignments have not been subject to comprehensive cultural heritage surveys.
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The Shire has proceeded with work on the preparation of the TootgarookWetland Management Plan.
This work has included on ground surveys of vegetation and fauna (particularly bird life), a condition
assessment of the wetland and the preparation of an environmental monitoring framework. It is
expected that the finalised wetland management plan will provide additional information and give a
better understanding of the likely future management of the area.

In order to understand the impacts of a new arterial road, further environmental and biodiversity
assessments are required. This will allow for better decision making capability where the benefits
and disadvantages of all transport improvement options can be considered.

Until such time that the potential environmental impacts of an arterial road through the Tootgarook
Wetlands can be quantified, it is recommended that the precautionary principle be applied and that
other alternatives be investigated.

Amenity

The construction of a new arterial road will impact on the amenity of the area. The extent of this is
dependent on the scope and the proximity of the road to existing residents. Whilst there are benefits
in terms of reduced travel time and congestions, some negative impacts are expected.

Plans for the Mornington Peninsula Freeway were drawn up over 35 years ago and the land required
was partially zoned under the Planning Scheme. The reservation for the further extension of the
freeway between Boneo Road and Melbourne Road is approximately 9.8 kilometres long and is
covered by a Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO) in the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme.
VicRoads has acquired properties within the reservation since the PAO was put in place. However,
some of the properties are still privately owned and would need to be acquired should a new arterial
road proposal progress.

Noise levels are generally a significant concern for neighbouring residents when a new road is being
considered for construction. Once a preferred road alignment has been selected further consideration
can be given to noise impacts. For example, noisemodelling could be conducted and used to determine
the noise levels as well as assist in the development of noise mitigation measures if required.

Reclassification of Point Nepean Road

VicRoads considers that if a new inland road was constructed, Point Nepean Road would no longer
need to cater for through traffic and they would consider reclassifying the road to provide for local
transport needs only.

This would have significant impacts for the Shire as a reclassification would mean a change in
management responsibilities of the road. There are many factors that the Shire would need to consider
before such a change would be agreed to. These considerations would include but not be limited to
volumes, maintenance and other associated costs with taking over management of such a large
length of road. It is expected that Point Nepean Road would still carry very high volumes of traffic.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.
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CONCLUSION

The options identified by VicRoads for the extension of the freeway will all have potential associated
environmental impacts to the Tootgarook Wetland and nearby areas which have not been fully
identified. Detailed flora and fauna assessments need to be undertaken in order to have an informed
view of the potential impacts of any new inland road and its subsequent operation. The other strategic
directions adopted by VicRoads should be supported by Council.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That Council provides in principle support to the proposal to widen the intersection at
Truemans Road and Point Nepean Road.

1.

That Council provides in principle support to the upgrade of the existing arterial road
freeway extension to freeway standards.

2.

That Council supports the development of a proposal to address safety and congestion
improvements at the freeway terminal at Jetty Road.

3.

That Council is concerned with the potential environmental impacts of a freeway extension
through the Tootgarook Wetlands and requests further investigation be undertaken by
VicRoads to explore viable alternatives.

4.

That a letter be written to VicRoads outlining the above to make clear Council’s position
in relation to the Point Nepean Road Study.

5.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Celi
Seconded: Cr.Gill

That Council provides in principle support to the proposal to widen the intersection
at Truemans Road and Point Nepean Road.

1.

That Council provides in principle support to the upgrade of the existing arterial
road freeway extension to freeway standards.

2.

That Council supports the development of a proposal to address safety and
congestion improvements at the freeway terminal at Jetty Road.

3.

That Council requests that the existing Public AcquisitionOverlay for theMornington
Peninsula Freeway reserve extension between Boneo Road and Melbourne Road
be investigated for removal from the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme.

4.

That Council will not support a reclassification of Point Nepean Road as it would
remain a through road with heavy traffic despite any new or upgraded inland road
construction.

5.
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That Council is concerned with the potential environmental impacts of a freeway
extension through the Tootgarook Wetlands and requests further investigation be
undertaken by VicRoads to explore viable alternatives.

6.

That a letter be written to VicRoads outlining the above to make clear Council’s
position in relation to the Point Nepean Road Study.

7.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1
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3.6 Road Management Plan 2016 Review

Peter Clewer, Senior Asset Management Officer (Roads); and David
Fice, Team Leader – Asset Management

Prepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7315458Document ID

YES (2)Attachments

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to seek Council endorsement of the findings of the internal review of the
Road Management Plan.

BACKGROUND

The Road Management Act 2004 (the Act) and associated Regulations requires a Council to review
its RoadManagement Plan (RMP) by 30 June following a Council election. A written report summarising
the findings and conclusions of the review must be made available for public inspection at the place
where the Road Management Plan may be inspected or on an internet site maintained by the road
authority.

A review of the RMP has been recently completed and provided in a report (Attachment 1). The
review recommends changes to the current RMP, which was adopted on 29 August, 2016.

The RMP provides a transparent and network wide approach to managing the road network and
associated infrastructure assets. It is a tool used to document the Council’s processes for inspection,
maintenance and repair of its road network. It is also a risk management tool to protect the Shire
against litigation arising from any incidents occurring due to defects on its road network.

The RMP sets out minimum inspection frequencies, intervention levels and response times to repair
road defects that the Shire can achieve in 100% of cases. The intervention times in the RMP are
longer than those that are stipulated in the service management contracts to cover instances (e.g. a
large weather event) where the contractors may not be able to make all required repairs within their
resources.

The RMP does not obligate Council to improve its road network nor does it address other road related
matters such as design and construction standards, traffic management or strategic planning issues.

DISCUSSION

The Shire review of the RMP has been conducted by the Asset Management Team in consultation
with relevant Shire staff members from Infrastructure Strategy, Infrastructure Services, Infrastructure
Project Delivery, Corporate Planning, the Shire’s Risk and Insurance Coordinator and also the Shire’s
infrastructure maintenance service providers.
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An additional part of the review process involved an independent legal review by Macquarie Local
Government Lawyers, to determine whether any recent legal decisions could impact upon the policy
defence of the Shire in relation to any claim for damages or injury.

The overall review included:

Ensuring the Shire’s compliance with the Road Management Act, its Regulations and Codes of
Practice;
Ensuring that the RMP followed a risk based approach in road network management principles
and guidelines;
The need of the document to be easily understood by the wider community, as it is a public
document; and
Independent legal advice relating to the RMP being suitable from a legal risk management and
public liability perspective.

ISSUES

The review identified that there are no major changes required, rather a number of general
improvements to the RMP to reflect current practices, provide additional references to associated
Shire documents, and wording changes in order to enhance legal protection.

Key areas for improvement identified in the review are:

Administrative changes to update organisational names, position titles and refer to the new
Council Plan 2017-2021;
References to new internal documentation detailing car park and footpath hierarchy establishment;
Recommended wording changes to enhance legal protection;
Review data management system and audit process documentation to ensure currency; and
Review and update where necessary standards for inspection, maintenance and repair relating
to vegetation and signs and street furniture to ensure that these times can be achieved in all
instances.

The review report is designed to be read alongside the current RMP (Attachment 2), and outlines
each recommended change to the current plan.

No immediate direct costs or savings are associated with the proposed changes.

Council officers will next commence a process to prepare a draft updated RMP for advertisement
seeking public comment. The draft updated Road Management Plan will be brought to Council for
endorsement of a public exhibition period. A further report will then be made to Council to adopt the
updated Road Management Plan, including a summary of community feedback.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.
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CONCLUSION

The review of the Road Management Plan is a requirement of the Road Management Act 2004 and
associated Regulations following a Council election. Shire officers have completed a review which
is provided in the attached report (Attachment 1). The report will be made available to the public on
our website until Council adopts the updated Road Management Plan. Council officers will soon
commence the preparation of a draft updated RMP for public exhibition, taking into account the review
and any Council feedback.

RECOMMENDATION

That Council endorses the findings of the Road Management Plan 2016 Review Report and the report
be made available on the Shire’s website until Council adopts the updated Road Management Plan.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Martin
Seconded: Cr. Hearn

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1

VIEW ATTACHMENT 2
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3.7 Register of Public Roads Policy (and Background Paper) 2008 Review

Peter Clewer, Senior Asset Management Officer (Roads); and
David Fice, Team Leader – Asset Management

Prepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7315487Document ID

YES (5)Attachments

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to seek Council endorsement to initiate a public exhibition period for the
draft updated Register of Public Roads Policy and associated Background Paper.

BACKGROUND

As a road authority the Shire has a number of statutory duties that it needs to comply with. This
includes a duty to inspect, maintain and repair Public Roads. The standards for this work are all
documented in the Road Management Plan (RMP). The standards defined in the RMP apply to all
roads where the road authority is the coordinating road authority for those roads. To be the
co-ordinating authority for these roads, Council must make a decision that those roads are ‘reasonably
required for general public use’.

The Road Management Act 2004 sets out a requirement that a road authority must keep a Register
of Public Roads specifying the roads for which it is the coordinating road authority (termed Public
Roads). The Shire’s existing Register of Public Roads Policy and Background Paper (adopted by
Council on 25March, 2008) sets out the process by which Council determines which roads or areas
of land are ‘reasonably required for general public use’ and considered to be a Public Road as defined
in the Road Management Act 2004, and hence are to be included in the register.

An internal review has been undertaken of the existing Register of Public Roads Policy and associated
Background Paper, following a significant period of application, where the success and appropriateness
of the existing decision making process has been evaluated by feedback from internal stakeholders
and the outcomes of application of the Policy with the general public. The current policy indicates a
review will be undertaken every four years.

DISCUSSION

The internal review of the Policy and Paper has been conducted by the Asset Management Team in
consultation with relevant Shire staff members from Infrastructure Strategy, Infrastructure Services,
Infrastructure Project Delivery, Corporate Planning, the Shire’s Risk and Insurance Coordinator, and
also the Shire’s infrastructure maintenance service providers.

The review inviting comment from all internal stakeholders, including their assessment of the success,
appropriateness or otherwise of the existing Policy and Paper based upon the existing decision
making process.
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There has been a considerable amount of time since the Policy was initially adopted, and feedback
from property owners who have had decisions made relating to Shire’s responsibilities according to
the existing process have also been able to be considered.

The existing Policy and Paper are considered as being sound, and no changes to the adopted decision
making process are being proposed. The internal review process has however identified that additional
clarity can be achieved by the addition of a number of example diagrams and a clearer decision
making process flow chart.

A listing of the proposed changes to be made can be seen in Attachment 1.

ISSUES

Key improvements in the draft updated documents are:

Clarification of road type terminology;
Ensuring that road hierarchies in the documentation are aligned with those in the Shire’s Road
Management Plan;
Removal of references to the takeover of responsibility for road maintenance from local street
groups (has already occurred);
Review references for currency;
Addition of example diagrams regarding specific circumstances for improved clarity; and
Updating the decision making flow chart to provide greater clarity and transparency.

Proposed changes to the Policy (highlighted green for additions, red for removals, and blue for
relocations) (Attachment 2) can be compared with the draft updated Policy (Attachment 3). The same
can be done for the Background Paper with the highlighted changes (Attachment 4) and the resultant
draft updated Paper (Attachment 5).

No direct costs or savings are associated with the proposed changes as the documents still reflect
current existing processes.

A further report will be brought to Council to adopt an updated policy and background paper after
consideration of any comments from the exhibition period.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

CONCLUSION

A review of the Register of Public Roads Policy and associated Background Paper has been
undertaken, given these were adopted in 2008.

Whilst no changes to the existing decision making process are being proposed, a number of changes
have been made to improve the clarity of the documents. A draft updated Register of Public Roads
Policy and associated Background Paper are attached and it is recommended that Council endorse
a public exhibition period to seek feedback.
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RECOMMENDATION

That the draft updated Register of Public Roads Policy (Attachment 3) and the associated Background
Paper (Attachment 5) be placed on public exhibition for a six week period, and a summary of the
feedback be provided back to Council.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Celi
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1

VIEW ATTACHMENT 2

VIEW ATTACHMENT 3

VIEW ATTACHMENT 4

VIEW ATTACHMENT 5
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3.8 Residential Zones Advocacy

David Bergin, Executive Manager – Planning ServicesPrepared By

Chief Operating OfficerAuthorised By

A7327908Document ID

NOAttachment(s)

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to adopt a clear advocacy position against the State Government’s
change to the General Residential Zone provisions and the implications of the new height controls
of up to 11 metres (three storeys) will have on the Mornington Peninsula. This report will provide a
number of advocacy options available for Council to pursue height controls for the residential areas
of the Mornington Peninsula.

BACKGROUND

The review of the residential zones has taken on a number of iterations over the past nine years,
going back to the previous Labor State Government when the then Minister for Planning, Justin
Madden released a new range of residential zones in 2008. The release of zones undertook a period
of consultation in February of 2008 and referred to three different zones as the ‘Go Go’, ‘Slow Go’
and ‘No Go’ residential areas. These zones were never introduced into the Victoria Planning Provisions
(VPP).

In July 2012, the then Minister for Planning (Matthew Guy) released a package of proposed changes
to the residential, commercial, industrial and rural zones of the VPP with the announcement of a
public consultation process. The Neighbourhood Residential Zone, General Residential Zone and
Residential Growth Zone were introduced into the VPP through Amendment V8 in July 2013, and
replaced the former Residential 1, Residential 2 and Residential 3 Zones. Councils were given one
year from 1 July 2013 to implement the new residential zones into their planning schemes.

Council attempted to introduce these new residential zones via draft Amendment C179 by utilising
the Residential Zones Standing Advisory Committee process, which was established to assist Councils
to meet the one year deadline. The Residential Zones Standing Advisory Committee recommended
that the amendment be approved subject to converting most of the residential area to a General
Residential Zone, rather than the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, which was sought by the
Mornington Peninsula Shire. Based on these recommendations of the advisory committee, Council
determined not to progress draft Amendment C179 and would finalise the Housing and Settlement
Strategy to introduce the Neighbourhood Residential Zone.

The current Minister for Planning (the Hon. Richard Wynne) appointed the Managing Residential
Zones Advisory Committee on 29 November 2015 to report on the application of zones that provide
for residential development in metropolitan Melbourne and the four regional cities of Bendigo, Ballarat,
Geelong and Latrobe. This advisory committee report was released on 13 March 2017 and provided
the Minister with a number of recommendations about the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, General
Residential Zone and Residential Growth Zone. However, the advisory committee report did not make
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a recommendation to increase the height within the General Residential Zone to 11 metres (three
storeys) and without any further consultation with Local Government or the broader community the
Minister decided to change the height controls.

TheMinister decided to introduce a number of changes to the suite of residential zones via Amendment
VC110 that was gazetted on 27 March 2017. The Minister decided to increase the height of houses
in both the Neighbourhood Residential Zone from 8metres (mandatory control) andGeneral Residential
Zone from 9 metres (discretionary control), to a height of 9 metres (up to two storeys mandatory) and
11 metres (up to three storeys mandatory) respectively.

DISCUSSION

It is of great concern that the Minister for Planning, the Hon. Richard Wynne has introduced significant
changes to the General Residential Zone without any consultation. The significant increase in height
that is allowed within the new General Residential Zone provisions is at complete odds with his own
State policy direction that is contained within Plan Melbourne. Furthermore, this change has rocked
the foundations of the various planning policies and controls that have been in place on the Mornington
Peninsula for the past 40 plus years that have successfully protected the valued character on the
Peninsula.

The Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning Statement, July 2014 supports the use of mandatory
controls and standards where necessary, due to the particular pressures on the Peninsula, and the
risk of overdevelopment at the expense of neighbourhood character. The localised planning statement
has also recognised the important special character of the Mornington Peninsula. Although this
document was prepared and approved by the previous Liberal State Government, it has now been
given clear bipartisan support with the release of this most recent Plan Melbourne strategy.

Council is currently finalising the Housing and Settlement Strategy to clearly identify where the
moderate growth can occur (as referred to within the Localised Planning Statement). Once the strategy
is exhibited and adopted Council will be seeking rezoning to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone
for most residential land within the municipality and the retention of the existing Design and
Development Overlays which control the scale and heights that maintain the existing valued character
of each town and settlement.

Having regard to the significant character our towns and settlements provide to our local community
and the broader Victorian community, it is critical the recent changes to the General Residential Zone
do not fundamentally change the highly valued character of the Mornington Peninsula permanently.

In light of the above inconsistency between the State policy and the new General Residential Zone,
it is extremely important that Council acts swiftly to ensure our character is protected. In this regard
it would be appropriate for Council to undertake a comprehensive advocacy campaign to ensure the
Peninsula character is protected until the Housing and Settlement Strategy is adopted and the
subsequent Planning Scheme Amendment is introduced into the Planning Scheme.

Furthermore, it would be appropriate to prepare an interim Design and Development Overlay for a
number of our towns which are not currently protected (this will come to Council separately in the
near future).
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CONSIDERATION

Due to the seriousness of the situation and the fundamental threat to the character of the Peninsula
it is appropriate to undertake a strong advocacy campaign to State Government. As part of the
advocacy campaign, Council will work with the community to undertake various actions to seek
immediate protection of the towns and settlements on the Mornington Peninsula.

This advocacy campaign should seek to involve community groups and associations and general
community members. A wide range of communication channels should be utilised including social
media (various platforms) print media, community forums andmeetings with relevant decision makers.

The following key messages will be pursued as fundamental parts of the advocacy:

Local communities had no say before this decision was announced;
This decision will have a potentially vast negative impact on the character of many local villages
and townships across the Peninsula;
Local Government was completely removed from the consultative process; and
This dramatic change in streetscape is in marked contrast to other State planning policies.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

CONCLUSION

In the interests of the Mornington Peninsula community and the broader Victorian community, it is
imperative that Council commences a strong advocacy campaign to ensure the values and character
of the Mornington Peninsula are protected from inappropriate development. This is clearly State level
policy and contained within both Plan Melbourne and the Mornington Peninsula Localised Planning
Statement, and the Minister for Planning has had no consideration for this in signing Amendment
VC110.

RECOMMENDATION

That Council notes the contents of this report.1.

That Council immediately commences an advocacy campaign to highlight its strong concern
to the State Government regarding the negative implications of the new height controls of
the General Residential Zone and the associated lack of community consultation.

2.

That a further Management Report be prepared with the intent of introducing an Interim
Design and Development Overlay to theMornington Peninsula Planning Scheme for those
towns that are not currently protected by existing Design and Development Overlays.

3.
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COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Celi
Seconded: Cr. Hearn

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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3.9 Australia Day

Mark Kestigian, Manager – Communications and MediaPrepared By

Chief Financial OfficerAuthorised By

Addendum – Item Withdrawn
Circulated Thursday, 8 June 2017
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3.10 Media Relations Policy

Mark Kestigian, Manager – Communications and MediaPrepared By

Chief Financial OfficerAuthorised By

Addendum – Item Withdrawn
Circulated Thursday, 8 June 2017
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3.11 Appointment of Internal Audit (CN 2220)

Taryn Abrahamsson, Deputy Finance ManagerPrepared By

Chief Financial OfficerAuthorised By

A7314664Document ID

YES (1 public, 1 confidential)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

This report documents the outcome of the evaluation process for the Internal Audit Services Tender
(CN 2220) and recommends a preferred tenderer be invited to execute the contract for service from
1 July, 2017.

BACKGROUND

The contract for the current Internal Auditor, ShineWing Australia, will cease on 30 June, 2017 and
the Mornington Peninsula Shire, following a discussion with the Audit Committee, decided not to
extend this contract. The Audit and Risk Committee supported the call for an open tender seeking
provision of Internal Audit Services in the meeting held on 22 March, 2017.

TENDER INVITATION

The Invitation to Supply was released to the market via the Shire’s website and The Age on 1 April,
2017.

The Invitation to Supply closed at 3:00 p.m. AEDST on 20 April, 2017.

TENDERS RECEIVED

Nine tenders were received and complied with the mandatory criteria, progressing to evaluation:

Ascentium;
Crowe Horwath;
Grant Thornton;
HLB Mann Judd;
KPMG;
Lochan & Co;
Oakton;
Pitcher Partners; and
RSD Chartered Accountants.

Individual compliance evaluation results are included in Attachment 2 (Confidential) - Table 1.
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TENDER EVALUATION

Tenders were assessed according to the following criteria:

Guide for scoring and discussionWeightingCriteria

Proposed methodology for:

20%1. Methodology, Quality and
Reporting

development of annual internal audit plan
delivery of individual internal audit projects
Sample audit report

Quality management related to:
application of relevant professional standards
internal quality management systems and
procedures

Structure and usability of proposed reporting
template for:

individual internal audit projects
internal audit plan status report

Does the supplier have experience in providing
like services to the Local Government and public
sector?

25%2. Experience and Capability

Do all team members have relevant experience?

Do all subject matter experts have relevant
experience?

Have they allocated enough resources?

Have they commented around the partnership
relationship to demonstrate their commitment to
the Shire?

Do they have the relevant experience and
knowledge to be able to develop a strong internal
audit environment?

Any mention of their plan going forward to stay
relevant with local government?

30%3. Customer Service Plan
Does audit scope or any tender documentation
outline frequency of meetings?

Does documentation mention proposed
performance standards to which the Invitee will
be bound?
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Is there proposed transition plan to apply at
commencement and conclusion of the services
and outline of any costs associated with
transition?

How is this supplier going to add value?

Any additional training?

Has the supplier demonstrated the ability to
achieve a ‘partnering’ relationship?

Are the proposed projects relevant to the Shire
and addresses our specific risks?

10%
4. Draft One year scope and

Accounts Payable scope

Are the explanations tailored to the Shire?

Do the projects demonstrate an understanding of
the Shire?

How involved are senior staff?

Is the resourcing sufficient to carry out an audit?

Are meetings scheduled throughout the scope?

Expected cost of the contract over three years
including any increases and out of pocket
expenses

15%5. Price

See Attachment 1 – Tender Evaluation Plan, for full evaluation process.

EVALUATION PANEL

Refer to Evaluation Plan (Attachment 1) for evaluation panel membership details.

See Attachment 2 (Confidential) for detail regarding the evaluation process.

SCHEDULE OF RATES CONTRACT

A schedule of rates contract will apply as per the successful tender submission. Based on the tender
submission the total contract price is estimated to be $156,160 per annum for year 1, adjusted by
CPI in year two and three (excluding GST). Please note that this is an estimation until the Three Year
Audit Plan is confirmed in July 2017. This is within the allocated 2016/2017 Budget of $180,000 and
provides capacity for discretionary audits throughout the year as required.
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TERM OF CONTRACT

The term of this contract is for two (2) years commencing 1 July, 2017 with the option to extend for
a further year.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

A conflict of interest register was maintained for the duration of the tender process. No person involved
in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

RECOMMENDATION

That Council award Contract 2220 – Provision of Internal Audit Services and accepts the
tender submitted by Crowe Horwath, for a period of two years, with the option to extend
for a further year (at Council’s election).

1.

That the Common Seal of the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council be affixed where
necessary and relevant documents be signed by the authorised officers.

2.

That Council resolves that the Attachment 2 to this report passed in camera be retained
as a confidential item pursuant to Section 77(2)(a) and (b) of the Local Government Act
1989 and be placed in a separate minute book for confidential items.

3.

Attendance

Cr. Payne left the Chamber at 8:50 p.m. before deliberation on this matter and returned after voting
at 8:52 p.m.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Celi
Seconded: Cr. Martin

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1

ATTACHMENT 2 - CONFIDENTIAL
This attachment relates to a contractual matter and is therefore not available for public viewing.
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3.12 Risk Management Report

David Carrington, Corporate CounselPrepared By

Chief Financial OfficerAuthorised By

7315249Document ID

YES (1)Attachment(s)

PURPOSE

Legal Services has undertaken a project to review the current Risk Management Framework and
hereby presents an updated document for adoption by Council.

BACKGROUND

The project was aimed at further aligning the Shire’s risk management practices with the AS/NZ ISO
31000 standards, but also, critically, to simplify the documentation and make it clearer, more succinct
and more easily accessible for all staff.

A simple to use, robust framework which focuses on appropriate organisational and strategic risk
ownership is a key success factor for a mature risk environment.

The revised Risk Management Framework (Framework) was approved by the Audit Committee on
22 March, 2017 and presented to Executive on 11 April, 2017.

DISCUSSION

The key developments within the Framework as compared to the 2013 document are as follows:

Simplification into three key documents:

Policy – a statement of the overall intentions and direction of the Shire in relation to risk
management, including its appetite for risk;
Process – outlines how the Policy will be implemented through the systematic application
of procedures and practices to the activities of communicating, consulting, and establishing
the context for risk management, and identifying, analysing, evaluating, treating, monitoring
and reviewing risk; and
Plan – the timetable for the implementation and ongoing delivery and review of the
Framework.

Revised reporting timetable (detailed in the Plan);
Updated roles and responsibilities;
Greater focus on risk ownership by designated risk owners across the Shire;
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Additional training and educational awareness initiatives; and
Likelihood, consequence and risk matrix tables updated to reflect ISO standards but also what
is recommended by risk professionals in the public and private sectors.

The Framework refers to two separate risk registers, the Organisational Risk Register and the
Corporate Risk Register, the latter being a new initiative reflecting best practice for a mature risk
environment.

These registers are constituted as follows:

Corporate Risk Register – high level strategic risks that could impact on the ability of the Shire
to achieve its key strategic targets. This register is maintained by the Legal Services Team and
ownership of these risks is with a designated Risk Owner; and
Operational Risk Register – operational exposures that could impact on the day-to-day operations
of the Shire. These registers are the responsibility of each team/unit to maintain, review, update
and report on to Executive.

Per the Plan referred to above, the following reporting regime will be implemented:

All Corporate risks will be reviewed on a quarterly basis by the Executive and twice annually by
the Audit Committee, including what actions the Shire is undertaking to mitigate these risks;
All Extreme and High Operational risks will be reviewed on a half yearly basis by the Executive
and annually by the Audit Committee, including what actions the Shire is undertaking to mitigate
these risks;
All business units will annually review Operational Risks as part of the completion of Business
Plans and provide quarterly status updates on action undertaken to minimise risk; and
All risks classified as Extreme and High will be considered a priority to address in terms of the
allocation of resources through the annual budget process.

CONCLUSION

The Risk Management Framework builds on the Shire’s original Risk Management Policy (adopted
in 2009) and the Risk Management Strategy (adopted in 2013). The Framework sets out the Shire’s
increasingly mature approach to riskmanagement, roles and responsibilities and reporting requirements
and is hereby presented to Council for adoption.

OFFICER DIRECT OR INDIRECT INTEREST

No person involved in the preparation of this report has a direct or indirect interest requiring disclosure.

RECOMMENDATION

That Council adopts the revised 2017 draft Risk Management Framework (Attachment 1).
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COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Payne
Seconded: Cr. Roper

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1
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4 COUNCILLORS AND DELEGATES REPORTS

This item was heard after Item 2.8.

At each Council Meeting, all Councillors will have the opportunity to provide an overview of any
meetings attended as an appointed representative of Council.

If a Councillor chooses to provide details, the name of the conference/event and the Councillor
attending will be noted in the Minutes for that meeting. If a Councillor requires additional information
on the conference/event to be included in the Minutes, the Councillor must submit it in writing to
Governance by 12:00 p.m. (noon) the day following the meeting.

Substitute
Representative/s

Representative/sAssociation/Committee

Cr. RoperCr. CeliAll Abilities Consultative Committee

Cr. Gill
Cr. Clark

Cr. CeliArts and Culture Advisory Panel

Cr. Hearn
Cr. Brooks

Cr. ClarkAssociation of Bayside Municipalities

Cr. ColombCr. Fraser
Cr. Payne

Audit Committee

Cr. ClarkCr. HearnAustralia Day Committee

N/ACr. GillBass Park Trust

Cr. BrooksCr. RoperBlue Scope Steel Consultative Committee

Cr. CeliCr. MartinCommunity Consultative Committee on
Gaming

Cr. RoperCr. HearnCommunities That Care (CTC)

N/ACr. PayneFirst Shot Committee

Cr. HearnCr. FraserFriends of Lospalos Community Committee

N/ACr. RoperHastings Community Alliance

Cr. ClarkCr. CeliHealth and Wellbeing Committee

Cr. RoperCr. HearnInter Council Aboriginal Consultative
Committee

Cr. PayneCr. ColombInterface Councils

Cr. CeliCr. RoperLiteracy Advisory Committee

Cr. ColombCr. MartinMetropolitan Transport Forum
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Substitute
Representative/s

Representative/sAssociation/Committee

Cr. Payne
Cr. Brooks

Cr. FraserMetropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery
Forum

Cr. Martin
Cr. Clark

Cr. HearnMornington Liquor Industry Accord

N/ACr. GillMornington Peninsula and Western Port
Biosphere Reserve Foundation Ltd

N/ACr. Martin
Cr. Celi
Cr. Roper

Mornington Peninsula Cemetery Trust

N/ACr. Colomb
Cr. Roper

Mornington Peninsula Marine Alliance

Cr. Clark & Cr. Gill (1st 6 months)
Cr. Celi & Cr. Colomb (2nd 6 months)

Mornington Peninsula Regional Tourism Board
- Tourism Industry Leaders Forum

Cr. MartinCr. ClarkMornington Railway Preservation Society –
Advisory Board

Cr. PayneCr. FraserMunicipal Association of Victoria (MAV)

Cr. BrooksCr. MartinMAV Emergency Management Committee

Cr. MartinCr. BrooksMunicipal Emergency Management Planning
Committee

Cr. RoperCr. CeliPeninsula Advisory Committee for Elders
(PACE)

N/ACr. ColombSouth East Metro (SEM)

Cr. ColombCr. MartinSouth East Water Sewerage Treatment and
Environment Protection Community Liaison
Committee

Cr. Brooks
Cr. Payne

Cr. Colomb
Cr. Clark

Sustainable Communities – Tidy Towns and
Clean Beaches Awards

Cr. Hearn
Cr. Brooks

Cr. CeliTriple A Housing Committee

Cr. ColombCr. PayneVictorian Local Governance Association (VLGA)
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Liquor Industry Accord (Cr. Clark)

Cr. Clark reported that she attended this meeting along with Cr. Hearn. Mornington previously had
a good assault record with the Police Force however, over two weeks they had two high incident
assaults reported. They were both on a Friday and Saturday night at approximately 2:00 a.m. and
both in Main Street, Mornington. They were both very serious incidences with one victim having to
go to hospital. This incident was also filmed by an Uber driver who sold it to Channel 7 News. Before
these incidences, the Police would arrest 2-3 people a week but during this two week period, they
arrested 10 people over the 2 nights. None of those arrested were from the immediate area. Due
to these issues, Mornington became one of the highest registered assault areas in the State.

Association of Bayside Municipalities (Cr. Clark)

Cr. Clark reported that she attended this meeting with Jeska Dee (Strategic Planner - Coastal) on 25
May 2017 at the Frankston Council. A tour of the Frankston foreshore was conducted and the main
item discussed was the Bay Blueprint 2070 which Mayor, Cr. Colomb worked on for many years. It
is felt that this document is going to lead us in the right direction in helping to prepare our Port Phillip
Bay for the dramatic changes that could influence all of our coastlines projecting towards 2070. As
delegate for this Council, Cr. Clark advocates this document. A report was also discussed seeking
Ricketts Point to be a Marine Education, Science and Community Centre, and Cr. Clark provided an
overview of the issues facing our Shire in relation to the mistreatment and harm of the rays and sharks
around our piers.

Mornington Peninsula Consultative Committee on Responsible Gambling (Cr. Martin)

Cr. Martin reported that last week he and Cr. Celi attended the Mornington Peninsula Consultative
Committee of Responsible Gaming at which we welcomed Kelvin Thomson from Alliance for Gambling
Reform as guest speaker. Kelvin is a strong advocate for legislation changes to address risk and
harm minimisation attributed from electronic gaming machines and gambling. In 2016/2017 the
Electronic Gaming Machine amount lost by players on the Mornington Peninsula amounted to
$69,562,633.94 across 858 licensed machines in 17 venues. It was pleasingly down from
$82,381,143.10 in 2015/2016. Currently, Council is considering a C200 Planning Scheme Amendment
that will interface with the Responsible Electronic Gaming Policy that will progress as a report to the
Planning Services Committee Meeting on 19 June 2017 for Council consideration.

Melbourne Metropolitan Transport Forum (Cr. Martin)

Cr. Martin reported that he attended this forum where the guest speaker was Elliott Fishman from
the Institute of Sensible Transport. He spoke mainly about the way transport will head in the future,
with driverless and electronic cars, and how this will affect Government income. Some interesting
ideas to watch in the future.

Peninsula Advisory Committee for Elders (Cr. Roper)

Cr. Roper reported that they discussed the results of their planning day held in April in regards to
moving forward and the priorities of the Committee. It is Elder Abuse Awareness Day on 22 June
2017, and this very important forum will be held in Mornington.
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Literacy Advisory Committee (Cr. Roper)

Cr. Roper reported they discussed their Terms of Reference, current future membership of the
Committee and the possibility of getting new members. There are great initiatives being taken to get
new members on board and lots of participants taking part in activities being held at the libraries.
Members of the St. Kilda Football Club even visited the Hastings Library which was very well received.

Hastings Community Alliance (Cr. Roper)

Cr. Roper reported that members of many community groups attended this meeting. Many issues
were discussed but the concerning issue was regarding some teenagers harassing elderly scooter
riders in the town of Hastings.

Southern Peninsula Basketball Association (Cr. Gill)

Cr. Gill reported that he, along with Cr. Celi, attended the 50 Year Gala Event of this Association.
The main point was the exceptional work by the administrator of this Association, Ms. Bridie Maguire,
who has won the Australian Institute of Sport Administrator of the Year award, which covers all sports
in Australia. The 50 years has been fantastic for basketball on the Peninsula and we were pleased
to congratulate the Association on behalf of the Council.

Triple A Housing Committee (Cr. Celi)

Cr. Celi reported that she, along with Cr. Hearn, attended the latest meeting which had Mr. Russell
Joseph from the Office of Martin Dixon, MP, as guest speaker. He spoke on affordable housing
financial intermediary funding models that work together with Government co-investment to leverage
capital investment to address the housing shortfall for those that are experiencing severe housing
stress or are in crisis. Currently the State and Federal Governments are looking into developing
policies around these intermediary models and the Committee looks forward to being involved with
progress in this area and apply for the benefit of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula in particular
to attract Government capital investment to increase affordable housing stock as a priority as the
demand for housing referrals for those experiencing homelessness and housing stress on the Peninsula
far outweigh the current supply. Through the Committee the housing network and social welfare
specialists on the Peninsula continually advocate for action orientated solutions that can help allieviate
housing stress experienced by our local people. Cr. Celi tabled a 2017/2018 service delivery extract
from the Victorian State Government Budget that talks to the whole of Government homes for Victorians
output initiatives that specifically address the areas of affordable housing in Victoria and the relevant
investment made by the current State Government. See Attachment 1 next page.

VIEW ATTACHMENT 1
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5 NOTICES OF MOTION

Notices of Motion must be received three (3) clear business days prior to a Meeting.

Nil.
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6 URGENT BUSINESS

Under Council's Meeting Procedure and Common Seal Local Law, no business may be admitted as
urgent business unless it:

1. Relates to a matter which has arisen since distribution of the Agenda.
2. Cannot because of its urgency, be reasonably listed in the Agenda of the next Council Meeting.
3. Councillors by a majority vote, vote in favour of a matter being dealt with as urgent business.

Nil.
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7 CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS

MEETING CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC

Section 89(2) of the Local Government Act 1989 states:

"A Council or special committee may resolve that the meeting be closed to members of the public if
the meeting is discussing any of the following:

Personnel matters;(a)

The personal hardship of any resident or ratepayer;(b)

Industrial matters;(c)

Contractual matters;(d)

Proposed developments;(e)

Legal advice;(f)

Matters affecting the security of Council property;(g)

Any other matter which the Council or special committee considers would prejudice the
Council or any person; and

(h)

A resolution to close the meeting to members of the public."(i)

RECOMMENDATION

That in accordance with Section 89(2)(d) and (h) of the Local Government Act 1989, Council should
resolve to go into camera and close the meeting to the public.

COUNCIL DECISION

Moved: Cr. Celi
Seconded: Cr. Hearn

That the recommendation be adopted.

Carried
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Adjournment of Meeting

Moved: Cr. Gill
Seconded: Cr. Edge

That the Council Meeting be adjourned at 8:55 p.m.

Carried

Resumption of Meeting

Moved: Cr. Martin
Seconded: Cr. Payne

That the Council Meeting be resumed at 9:04 p.m.

Carried
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7.1 Insurance Matter
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8 MEETING CLOSE

As there was no further business, the meeting closed at 9:14 p.m.

CONFIRMED THIS 27TH DAY OF JUNE 2017

…………………………………………………….
MAYOR, CR. BEV COLOMB, CHAIRPERSON – COUNCIL
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